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Abstract

Additive manufacturing (AM) of metal components has the potential to impact an
immense range of applications and industries, but each metal AM process has key
capabilities and limitations that will define its ultimate industrial uses. Most com-
monly, 3D metal parts are fabricated layer-by-layer by the deposition and selective
binding or melting of metal powders. However, this does not easily allow for multi-
material printing or printing directly onto existing objects, and achieving fine surface
finishes is challenging. By contrast, current methods to directly print metal parts
are low resolution (e.g., directed energy deposition), or cannot achieve bulk metal
properties (e.g., ink-based methods). In this thesis, a novel high resolution direct
metal printing method is presented, wherein individual metal microparticles are elec-
trohydrodynamically ejected on-demand from a water meniscus and subsequently
laser-melted in-flight before landing and solidifying on a substrate. The processing
window for this method in terms of feasible materials and particle sizes is explored,
and results from particle-printing experiments performed with solder and platinum
particles ranging from 30-150 pm in diameter are presented. Analysis of the relevant
fluids and heat transfer phenomena is presented alongside the experimental results,
revealing the in-flight melting and droplet deposition regimes that may be accessed
with this process. Metallurgical characterization of printed droplets is discussed, and
2D patterns are printed to demonstrate how digital printing of molten metal particles
may enable the production of complex, high-quality features and components.

Thesis Supervisor: A. John Hart
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

On-demand production of metal parts with complex geometries and fine features is a

manufacturing challenge that is relevant to applications in many different industries

worldwide. Generally speaking, this capability would provide opportunities to reduce

costs and improve efficiency across product lifecycles, especially for cases where the

manufacturing processes used today are highly labor intensive or require significant

capital investment. Resolution and material requirements will vary depending on the

specific application, though in general, state-of-the-art processes are limited for high

resolutions (e.g. -50 pm features are challenging) and high-quality surface finishes.

Further, methods for printing metals directly from a nozzle - which can broaden

the application space by enabling functionality such as multi-material printing and

the ability to print on existing components - have traditionally been limited to low

melting point materials or low resolutions. These methods typically employ a high-

temperature reservoir of molten metal with an orifice through which droplets are

forced - but this general approach has not been proven for high melting point materials

at high resolutions, and continuous long-term operation of such systems remains

a challenge. Ink-based methods, wherein ink laden with -1-5% volume of metal

nanoparticles can be deposited as individual droplets or via an aerosol mist, are a

viable means of depositing metals directly from a nozzle at high resolutions, but bulk

properties of the metal cannot be achieved in the printed parts or features.

These challenges motivate the objective of developing a process for high resolu-
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tion direct printing of bulk metals that can accommodate high melting point metals.

Achieving this objective with a well-controlled and scalable process would be of sig-

nificant value from a commercial perspective. The work in this thesis constitutes the

investigation of one potential process that aims to satisfy this objective and address

this existing manufacturing gap.

1.1 Thesis Outline

This thesis presents an investigation and characterization of a fundamentally new

metal printing technology involving the ejection of individual microparticles coupled

with in-flight laser melting and subsequent molten droplet deposition. Analysis and

experiments are performed to validate the key technological concepts, develop an

understanding of the range of possible operating regimes, and reveal what the key

considerations are for engineering a molten metal droplet printer with this technology.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of current metal 3D printing technologies and pre-

vious work on droplet-based metal printing.

Chapter 3 presents the concepts for direct metal printing in detail, considering both

the particle ejection mechanism and in-flight laser melting of microparticles. The

processing window in terms of compatible materials and particle sizes is presented for

the in-flight melting concept.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the experimental setup used for the current

work.

Chapter 5 presents an analysis of the relevant heat transfer dynamics and fluid me-

chanics that govern the droplet deposition process. Comprehensive results for particle

ejection and in-flight melting are subsequently presented for the model material sys-

tems of solder and platinum particles, and results from characterization of printed

particles and patterns are discussed.

Chapter 6 summarizes the key contributions of this work and discusses remaining

challenges needed to advance the understanding of this printing process and enable

implementation at scale.
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Chapter 2

Metal Printing: State of the Art and

Previous Work

This chapter first provides an overview of state-of-the-art processes for metal printing,

for the purposes of context and comparison with the current work. This is a brief

overview that does not include an in-depth analysis of each process discussed, but

it is nonetheless a useful guide and overview of the major processes that dominate

the current metal printing landscape. Following this, previous work on droplet-based

molten metal printing methods is discussed in more detail.
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2.1 Metal 3D Printing Technologies

2.1.1 Selective laser melting and electron beam melting

Selective laser melting (SLM) is perhaps the most widespread method used today for

3D printing metal parts. It is often also referred to as direct metal laser sintering

(DMLS) or laser powder bed fusion (LPBF or PBF), and it encompasses selective

laser sintering (SLS) as a sub-category. With this method, a thin layer of powder,

typically 20-100 pim in height [1], is spread out on the build platform via a blade or

roller. A high-power laser with a typical spot size of -80 pm [2] then selectively melts

or sinters a pattern in the powder layer to fuse and densify the powder together in the

desired pattern. After this takes place, the build platform is lowered, another layer

of powder is deposited and the laser scanning repeats; this process is repeated until

the entire part has been built. Support structures can be printed during this process

to enable more complex geometries than what would otherwise be possible. After

printing, un-melted powder is removed from the part, the part is removed from the

build platform and any support structures are also removed. Further post-processing

may then be required depending on the application, which can include heat treatment,

grinding, polishing, or machining operations [1].

For SLS, this process is nearly identical as just described for SLM, though instead

of the powder being fully melted with the laser, it is only sintered, which can result

in different resulting properties and different process-able materials. Further, binder

agents may be used in the powder material to facilitate fusion of the bulk material

[1].

Electron beam melting (EBM) is another process that is similar to SLM. With

EBM, the same powder-bed process is utilized, though instead of a laser selectively

melting or sintering the powder, a high-energy electron beam is used. This results

in a number of key differences as compared to SLM. In particular, more complicated

heating strategies may be employed due to the rapid scanning of the electron beam

that is possible (up to 101 m/s), which results in more process flexibility. However,

EBM requires vacuum for operation, adding additional complexity to the process,
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and the powder material must be conductive for it to be process-able (though this is

not an issue for metals) [3].

2.1.2 Binder jetting

Binder jetting for metal parts is similar to SLM in that it also utilizes a powder

bed which is deposited layer by layer in the same manner. However, to create the

desired pattern in the powder, instead of selectively melting or sintering, a binder

material is jetted via inkjet print nozzles to bind the loose powder together. This is

performed layer by layer to form a three-dimensional "green" part. There are then a

number of potential post-processing steps needed to turn the green part into a final

finished part, including curing, de-powdering, sintering and heat treatment, as well

as possibly final grinding, polishing or machining steps [4]. While binder jetting for

metal parts is still fairly early on in its development, there are a number of promising

attributes, for example the following: the heat treatment is uniform, in contrast with

the varying thermal cycling that takes place in SLM (which can cause residual stresses

and microstructural problems); the printing process is fast and can be scaled easily

by adding more nozzles (though post-processing can be time consuming); and the

process can be cost-effective compared to SLM [4].

2.1.3 Directed energy deposition

Directed energy deposition (DED) encompasses a number of printing processes, in-

cluding laser engineered net shaping (LENS), direct metal deposition (DMD) and 3D

laser cladding. Fundamentally these processes involve a method for feeding powder

or wire feedstock and a method for melting the feedstock as it is fed towards the

substrate or part being printed. The energy source for melting can be a laser, an

electron beam, or a plasma arc, and may be oriented concentric with the nozzle (e.g.

as with powder DED systems), or at an angle (e.g. as with wire feeding systems).

The nozzle can be mounted on a four or five-axis system to enable material deposition

at arbitrary angles, and the workpiece can also move relative to the nozzle if desired.
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A large build volume is possible with these processes (>1 M3 ) [5], though resolution

is typically low, on the order of -1 mm deposition width.

2.1.4 Ink-based methods

Inkjet printing

Various methods exist for direct printing of metal via inks that are loaded with

metal nanoparticles, with the most widespread embodiment of this being inkjet-based

methods. With metal nanoparticle inkjet, loading of the nanoparticles in the ink

varies depending on the ink formulation but is often in the range ~10-40 wt% for

common silver inks. The inks are jetted as discrete droplets via inkjet printing heads

in the desired pattern on the substrate, after which the liquid must be evaporated and

sintering is required to fuse the nanoparticles together. Many different methods are

possible for sintering, depending on the ink formulation and other requirements (e.g.

if another material is present that cannot withstand high temperatures). Sintering

options include thermal sintering, photonic sintering, microwave sintering, plasma

sintering, electrical sintering, and chemical sintering at room temperature [61. Layer

thicknesses can vary to be between hundreds of nanometers and single microns, and

to build up patterns of the desired thickness the droplet jetting and sintering process

is repeated as necessary.

Key advantages of using inkjet technology include the ability to produce arbitrary

patterns on-demand with high resolution (10-20 pm line widths are possible [6]) and at

low cost. Further, it is possible to directly print multi-material components, including

for example polymers or ceramics. These attributes have resulted in inkjet-based

methods being particularly valuable for printed electronics applications.

Aerosol jet printing

A second major ink-based method is aerosol jet printing. With this method, an ink

loaded with metal nanoparticles is atomized with an ultrasonic or pneumatic atomizer

to generate droplets that are approximately 1-5 pm in diameter. A carrier gas then
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transports the droplets to the nozzle, at which point a gas flow annular with the

nozzle is used to focus the aerosol stream into a fine beam to be deposited onto the

substrate. There may optionally be an impactor before the nozzle which concentrates

the aerosol by removing excess gas flow. With this method, 5-10 Jm line widths are

achievable with speeds around 200 mm/s [7]. As with inkjet-based methods, aerosol

jet printing has seen value in printed electronics applications.

While both nanoparticle inkjet and aerosol jet printing methods are able to print

metals at high resolutions, they are limited in that it is not possible to achieve bulk

properties with printed features. This can be limiting in electronics applications where

high-conductivity traces are required for power transmission, and makes printing

macroscopic mechanically robust parts a challenge. Further, available materials are

limited, and nanoparticle inks are inherently expensive due to the processing required

to produce them. Additionally, silver nanoparticle inks are the most widely used,

which introduces added cost as compared to e.g. copper, another similarly high-

conductivity but much cheaper metal.
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2.2 Droplet-based Metal Printing

Another printing method not discussed in section 2.1 is droplet-based printing with

bulk molten metal. Because this represents the space of existing technologies that

is most relevant to the printing method introduced in this thesis, an overview of the

relevant previous work in this area is provided here. The aim is to provide general

background and context which will make clear what the key differences and potential

advantages are with the proposed printing method as compared to existing processes.

2.2.1 Metal droplet generation mechanisms

Mechanically actuated jetting

The most widely used method for printing with molten metal droplets has been

jetting from a high-temperature liquid metal reservoir by mechanically forcing the

liquid metal through a small orifice [8, 9, 10]. The materials used for these systems

have almost exclusively been low-temperature tin and solder alloys or aluminum and

its alloys. The fundamental implementation of this concept is as follows: a reservoir

of liquid metal is maintained via a heating element surrounding the reservoir. A

forcer (e.g. a rod) is placed in the reservoir which can be actuated via a piezo-

electric element. At the bottom of the reservoir, there is a small orifice through

which the liquid metal is forced. The atmosphere is typically inert to avoid issues

arising from oxidation. When forcing material through the orifice, a homogeneous

stream of droplets can be generated by modulating the actuation of the forcer at a

specified frequency - a stream of liquid metal initially exits the orifice and will break

up into discrete droplets due to capillary instability. In general, droplet diameters

that are formed from the capillary stream breakup are approximately 1.8 times the

size of the orifice.

It is possible to operate such a system either in a continuous mode or in a drop-on-

demand mode. If operating in continuous mode, unwanted droplets may need to be

removed by catching them mid-flight before they land on the substrate. Additional

control over the droplet landing location and droplet selection from a continuous
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stream is possible via electrostatic charging and deflection. To accomplish this, a set

of charging electrodes is placed directly under the orifice such that upon breakup into

droplets, the droplets that form carry some electric charge. There is then a second

set of electrodes which can be controlled to electrostatically deflect droplets in the

stream. This method of charging has also been used to avoid droplet coalescence

during flight (droplets of like charges will repel) [81, which can sometimes occur due

to increased drag forces on the first droplet in a stream.

Various implementations of the concept described here are described in references

[8, 9, 11, 12, 10]. In terms of resolution and throughput, printing frequency of up

to 24 kHz have been reported for continuous-mode operation with 190 pm aluminum

droplets [12]. Solder droplets as small as 25 pm are reported in [10], though droplet

generation for higher melting point materials has not been demonstrated at this

resolution. Higher melting point materials pose additional challenges in part due

to the additional thermal management challenges, though largely due to materials

engineering and corrosion issues with the orifice. Reference [12] shows examples of

degradation of a 100 pm diamond orifice after operation for one and two hours. It

is already clear after these short times that long-term stability was not a solved

problem in this implementation. Challenges with continuous operation and stability

of the orifice material also make it difficult to scale the system down to achieve higher

resolutions - with particularly small orifices, any contamination or corrosion that

occurs at the orifice has the potential to disrupt the droplet formation process.

Magnetohydrodynamic jetting

Another method for generating molten metal droplets is a magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) method. In this case, there is once again a heated reservoir of liquid metal

with an orifice at the bottom of the reservoir through which droplets are forced.

However, the difference arises in the forcing mechanism. The reservoir/ nozzle system

is designed to incorporate an external coil though which a pulsed current can be

applied, subsequently resulting in a transient magnetic field around it. This varying

magnetic field induces a varying electric field within the liquid metal itself, which
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results in a circulating current density in the metal. The interaction between this

current density and the magnetic field results in a Lorentz force which is ultimately

what forces a droplet to eject from the orifice. Details of the working principle and

nozzle design of such a system are presented in [13]. With this mechanism, it is

possible to generate droplets on-demand with frequencies in the kilohertz range [13].

It is not clear exactly what the limit in terms of achievable resolution is for this

method, but droplets on the order of 200-300 pm have been demonstrated in the

studies to date.

Pneumatically actuated jetting

It is also possible to generate droplets from a liquid metal reservoir by using pneumatic

actuation as the forcing mechanism. This has been demonstrated with the so-called

"StarJet" technology, where a star-shaped orifice is used to precisely focus an applied

actuation pressure in such a way that an individual droplet can be generated from

a nozzle. The nozzle consists of a cylindrical tube of a non-wetting material which

interfaces with the reservoir. Capillary pressure in this tube initially prevents liquid

metal from being pushed out due to hydrostatic pressure. Upon application of the

actuation pressure, a droplet can detach inside the tube, with the aid of capillary

forces, and will then eject from the orifice. A rinse gas is also flown through the

nozzle to prevent oxidation and aid in droplet formation. The working principle for

this method and details of the nozzle design and implementation are discussed in

detail in references [14, 15].

Similar to the MHD method, continuous operation is possible in the kilohertz

range, and single droplets may be printed on-demand [14]. One difference as compared

to other droplet generation methods is that the generated droplets are relatively

smaller as compared to the orifice size, though still larger than the orifice. In [141,

aluminum alloy (AlSi12) droplets with a diameter of 176 pm are printed from an

orifice with a diameter of 130 um, and in [15], solder droplets as small as 50 1m in

diameter are printed from an orifice with a diameter of 60 pm.
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2.2.2 Molten droplet deposition

There is extensive literature examining the problem of molten droplet deposition on

a solid surface. As such, a select number of references are briefly discussed here,

chosen to give a broad overview of the most relevant literature relating to the topic.

A detailed discussion and analysis of the droplet deposition and solidification process

as-applied to the current work is presented in section 5.3, along with corresponding

experimental results.

Reference [16] provides a comprehensive overview of the physics governing the

general case of a drop impacting on a flat substrate, including splashing, spreading,

receding/ recoiling and bouncing. Molten droplets and solidification are not part of

the study, but nonetheless it is still useful as a starting point in obtaining an under-

standing of the most important fluid mechanics considerations for different deposition

regimes.

Reference [17] provides an overview of different molten droplet deposition regimes,

including for the low Weber number regime (all the experiments in the current work

are in this regime). Considerations such as droplet solidification times, spreading and

solidified shape are investigated and the influence of parameters such as drop material

properties, drop overheat, and substrate temperature are analyzed.

Reference [18] further builds on [17], presenting analytical modeling and experi-

mentation used to investigate and predict the resulting shapes from droplet deposition

processes.

Reference [19] presents a three-dimensional model of the droplet impact and solid-

ification process, accounting for both fluids and heat transfer mechanisms. Numerical

simulations are performed with the model and compared with experiments for vali-

dation. Many of the studies in literature include finite element numerical simulations

that use a model that is some variant of what is presented in this reference. Stud-

ies have built on this modeling by adding additional effects (e.g. convective mixing

within the drop and Marangoni forces during spreading [20]) and by further tuning

the models via comparison with experiments.
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Reference [211 investigates substrate melting and resolidification for molten droplet

deposition via modeling, simulations and experimentation. The work focuses on the

bonding between the droplet and the substrate and presents some metallographic

characterization of the interface between the substrate and deposited droplets. Ref-

erence [221 presents analysis that can be used to determine operational maps re-

lated to substrate melting, i.e. when substrate melting occurs and what the melting

penetration depth into the substrate is. Reference [23] builds on this and presents

comparisons with experimental results for verification.
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Chapter 3

Digital Particle Ejection and

In-Flight Laser Melting: Overview

and Processing Window

This chapter provides an overview of the method herein investigated for printing

discrete molten metal droplets, including the particle ejection mechanism and the

in-flight melting process. A general processing window is explored in terms of feasible

particle materials and sizes, and motivation for selecting the materials used in this

work is explained.
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3.1 Digital Particle Ejection

Digital particle ejection (DPE) is a technology by which individual solid microparti-

cles may be electrohydrodynamically ejected on-demand from a liquid meniscus [241.

Analogous to inkjet printing, wherein individual droplets of ink are ejected from a

nozzle to be deposited on a substrate, with DPE, individual solid particles are ejected

directly from a nozzle. The nozzle consists of a carrier liquid held inside a conductive

tube with a meniscus protruding out from the end of the tube. Solid particles are

adsorbed on the surface of the meniscus, and to eject particles individually, an elec-

tric potential is applied between the nozzle and the substrate to be printed on. This

electric potential creates an electrical stress on the surface of the meniscus, which

overcomes surface tension to deform the meniscus into a cone with the electric field

focused at the tip. Upon forming this cone, an individual particle (typically already

settled to the bottom of the meniscus before the electric field is applied) detaches

from the apex of the meniscus and is ejected toward the substrate. After the particle

leaves the meniscus, the voltage may be turned off - the term "digital" arises from the

fact that particles may be printed on-demand simply by applying a voltage signal to

the nozzle. Figure 3-1 illustrates a schematic of the DPE nozzle concept, and Fig.

3-2 shows examples of patterns of 75 pm silver microparticles that have been printed

with the DPE method [24].
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Figure 3-1: Schematic illustrating the DPE concept. Solid microparticles are adsorbed
on the surface of a liquid meniscus maintained at the tip of a conductive nozzle.
Applying an electric potential between the nozzle and the substrate deforms the
meniscus such that an individual particle is ejected and can be deposited on the
substrate.

a
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Figure 3-2: Examples of patterns of 75 pm microparticles that have been printed with
a DPE nozzle [24]. The height of the substrate is shown with a dashed white line,
and the nozzle is visible in each image.
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3.2 In-flight Laser Melting of Microparticles

While DPE may be used as a standalone technology for the precise deposition of

individual microparticles, this work is focused on implementing DPE with a laser to

melt ejected metal particles in-flight, before they land on the substrate or part and

solidify. Figure 3-3 shows a schematic that illustrates this concept - the laser beam is

oriented parallel to the substrate such that it intersects the ejected particles as they

are ejected from the nozzle. While many varied configurations may be possible, for

example a laser beam that is directed at the particles from an angle or concentric

with the nozzle, this represents the simplest configuration of the system and as such

represents the first step toward validation and characterization of the process.

Water

Print
nozzle

Single
microparticle

Voltage

Molten droplet

Deposited droplet

Figure 3-3: Schematic illustrating the DPE concept with in-flight laser melting. A
laser beam intersects the ejected particle in-flight to melt it, and the melted particle
then lands on the substrate and solidifies.
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3.2.1 Laser power requirements

It is imperative to understand what materials are compatible with this process, and

what the requirements are in terms of power delivery from the laser. The minimum

energy required to melt an individual particle is equal to the energy required to bring

the material up to the melting point plus the energy required to undergo phase change

from solid to liquid, which for a particle of radius R can be written as follows:

47r 3P(P(
Erequired - T0c) + A Hfusion) (3.1)

3

Where R is the particle radius, p is the density, C, is the specific heat, Tmeit is the

melting point, To, is the ambient temperature (it is assumed that the initial particle

temperature is equal to the ambient temperature), and AHusion is the latent heat

of fusion. The energy delivered to the particle from the laser in-flight is equal to the

laser power absorbed in the material multiplied by the residence time of the particle

in the beam, here specified as tinteraction. Given the velocity of the moving particle and

the particle size, if the beam spot is smaller than the particle, this interaction time

is approximately equal to the particle diameter divided by the velocity: tinteraction ~
R . If the particle is approximately the same size or smaller than the beam,
Vparticle .I h atcei prxmtl h aesz rsalrta h em

then this approximation is not valid, and to calculate the energy input it is necessary

to account for the intensity distribution of the laser beam and geometric details of

the beam-particle interaction. For the current analysis performed for the purposes of

estimating laser power requirements, it is not necessary to take these considerations

into account and it can simply be assumed that the beam will be smaller than the

particle size for maximum energy input from the laser. However, when comparing

with experiment in later sections, it will become critical to account for the scenario

of small particle sizes relative to the beam size, and as such analysis for the energy

delivered to the particle in these cases is presented in appendix A.

The power that the particle absorbs is not the full power of the laser beam because

the material will reflect some or most of the incident laser power. To account for this,

the delivered power is assumed to be the incident laser power multiplied by material's
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absorptivity at the laser wavelength, denoted as a. Putting this entire picture together

provides an estimate of the energy delivered to the particle upon passing through the

laser beam in-flight:

2 Rparticie(32
Edelivered - Pabsorbedtinteraction x aPincident (3.2)

Vparticle

It is important to note that while the absorption spectra of most relevant met-

als are published in literature, the actual absorbed power into the material varies

significantly with different surface conditions, i.e. surface roughness or additional

contaminants or oxides present [25], as well as with changing material temperature

[26, 27] and angle of incidence [28, 29]. In the current case of in-flight laser-melting

metal particles, the temperature during the heating and melting varies from ambient

to potentially well above melting; the surface properties of the particles may vary

significantly, even from particle to particle; and the angle of incidence of the laser

beam on the surface varies from nearly 900 (i.e. the beam is nearly parallel to the

irradiated surface, as is the case at the top and bottom surfaces of the particle) to

00 (i.e. the beam is perpendicular to the irradiated surface, as is the case at the front

surface of the particle relative to the beam). Further, other material properties of the

particle, for example the specific heat CP, will change as well upon heating and melt-

ing 130]. Given these considerations, it is appropriate to use published absorptivity

values and constant material properties for basic estimates of power requirements as

is done here, but they are not sufficient to allow for a precise prediction of the drop

temperature based on modeling and simulation alone.

Setting the energy required equal to the energy delivered provides an estimate for

the net power required to melt a particle of radius R traveling at speed v:

2-r pR2(Cp(T
Prequirea a - T 00) + Hfusion) (3.3)

If there is negligible heat loss during the particle-laser interaction, then this power

estimate will be equal to the laser power required to melt a particle in-flight. It is

shown in section 5.2.2 that this is indeed the case, i.e. convective and radiative heat
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losses are negligible compared to laser heating. As such, for estimating approximate

laser power requirements it is acceptable to use equation 3.3. Note also that this

power requirement analysis does not account for transient heating considerations -

a discussion of limitations arising from transient heat conduction is presented in the

following section 3.2.2, and further detail relating to transient heating and temper-

ature estimations for the particle materials considered in this work is presented in

section 5.2.2.

To visualize what metals are practical to melt given typical particle ejection speeds

observed with this process, in Fig. 3-4 the laser power required is plotted on the

vertical axis, compared to the energy density required to melt a given material. For

these plots, the particle speed is assumed to follow the formula v = (7.1. 10-4)/R .8,

as is reported in section 5.1 based on experimental observations. Further, as noted

above, it is assumed for these plots that the beam spot size is smaller than the particle

diameter.

Figure 3-4 allows for straightforward comparison of different materials on the same

plot. The power requirements for different materials are plotted as dots of different

colors for three different particle sizes that fall within a typical particle size range

expected for the process. In the following figures, SAC305 is the common lead-free

solder alloy and SS304 is the stainless steel alloy 304. Figures 3-4a and 3-4b show

results assuming a 1064nm laser, while Fig. 3-4c shows results assuming a 532nm

laser. The only difference in the calculations for these examples is the absorptivity

values, which vary significantly with the laser wavelength.

The materials plotted were selected because they represent examples of practically

relevant metals with widely varying properties. In particular, steel and aluminum are

two of the most widely used metals in many industries worldwide. Gold and copper are

both high-conductivity metals that are used for many electrical applications, which

may be a valuable application of this printing technology. Nickel has a higher melting

point than gold and copper at 1455 C and is often used for plating applications due

to its corrosion resistance - plating may also be a potential valuable application of this

process due to the unique ability to deposit precise amounts of molten metal directly
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from a nozzle. Tungsten has the highest melting point of any metal in pure form

at 3422 C. Finally, platinum and solder are the two materials that were ultimately

chosen for this study, as discussed in section 3.2.5. A full table of the relevant material

properties for all these materials is provided in table 3.1

From Fig. 3-4a it is clear that gold and copper are much more difficult to melt

than all other metals plotted. This is due to their low absorptivity at 1064nm, on

the order of 1-3%. Figure 3-4b shows the same results, but zoomed in to show more

clearly the differences between the other materials on the plot. Further, the red

dashed line represents a 300 W laser, corresponding to the laser used in the current

work. This is also representative of standard lasers used for metal printing machines

on the market today.

As mentioned, the two materials chosen for experimentation in the current work

were the solder SAC305 alloy and platinum - this figure shows why these are both

viable selections based on the laser available.

Figure 3-4c is shown here to illustrate that materials such as gold and copper are

manageable to process with a laser that properly matches their absorptivity spectra.

For example, a 532 nm laser with 150 W of power is sufficient to melt 75 Pm gold par-

ticles traveling at a speed of 1.5 m/s. In general, the rule of thumb holds that metals'

absorptivities increase significantly at shorter wavelengths, though high-power short-

wavelength lasers are typically significantly more expensive than longer-wavelength

lasers.

Table 3.1: Relevant material properties compiled for the materials considered in this
analysis.

Property Au Cu AlI Pt Ni ISS304 SAC305[ W
p [g/cm 3] 19.3 9.0 2.7 21.5 8.9 8.0 7.4 19.3

k [W/(m- K)] 318 401 237 72 91 16 59 173
C, [J/(kg - K)] 129 385 902 126 440 500 232 134

Tme [0C] 1064 1085 660 1768 1455 1455 219 3422
Tboil [0C] 2700 2562 2470 3825 2730 2862 2600 5930

AHusion [kJ/kg] 63 205 398 114 297 273 59 285
a (at 1064 nm) 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.25 0.28 0.35 0.13 0.37
a (at 532nm) 0.2 0.4 0.08 0.35 0.4 0.55 0.5
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Figure 3-4: Laser power required to melt particles of various materials and sizes in-

flight, assuming particle velocities as determined by the equation v = (7.1-10-4)/RO8.

(a) and (b) show results at a laser wavelength of 1064 nm, while (c) shows results at

a laser wavelength of 532 nm. The red dashed line in (b) represents the laser used in

this work.

3.2.2 Heat conduction limitations

A further consideration for material selection is conduction limitations through the

particle during laser melting. If the heat is not conducted through the particle fast

enough, then the surface may become overheated before the particle can be fully

melted. Some temperature gradient and overheat on the particle surface is acceptable,

in part due to the fact that the drop has time to reach a more uniform temperature

during flight. However, if the heating is too rapid, material on the surface will begin to

evaporate. This will become problematic for multiple reasons, including the fact that
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the particle may be pushed out of the desired trajectory due to a pressure gradient

arising from the vapor generated.

To assess this potential issue, the timescale for heat conduction through the parti-

cle can be compared with the time available for melting. A standard way to compare

these timescales is by using the Fourier number, a non-dimensional timescale which

represents the specified time compared to the heat conduction timescale. The Fourier

number is defined as Fo = f, where a is the thermal diffusivity of the material, L

is the characteristic length scale for conduction, and t is the time. This equation is

derived from Fourier's law for heat conduction for the one-dimensional case. Qualita-

tively, a low Fourier number corresponds to limited time for heat to conduct through

the material and thus heating which is confined mostly to the surface. For Fourier

numbers below -0.05, a semi-infinite assumption is appropriate. A high Fourier num-

ber corresponds to a situation where there has been sufficient time for the material

to reach a steady state temperature; this is the case above ~1.5. In between these

values, some temperature gradient is expected in the material and series solutions can

be used for calculations [31]. While the case considered here is not one-dimensional

heat transfer, it is still acceptable to use the Fourier for order of magnitude estimates

and comparison between different materials.

The time available for the current case is the same as described previously:

tavailabe a titeraction 2 .The particle velocity is assumed to be equal totavalabl tineracion particle

Vparticle =7.1 - 10-4/R0 .8, a fitted relationship based on observed ejection speeds, as

described in section 5.1.2. The length scale chosen is the maximum length scale rele-

vant in the problem, i.e. the particle diameter Dparticle, so as to provide a lower limit

for the Fourier number. With these quantities, it is possible to estimate the Fourier

number for various relevant cases. This provides an approximate understanding of the

transient nature of the particle heating during laser beam interaction - while this is

not an exact prediction of what the limits are in terms of laser heating without evap-

orating the surface, it is nonetheless a useful metric to compare different materials

and orders of magnitude.

The Fourier number is plotted against particle size in Fig. 3-5a, and against
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thermal diffusivity in Fig. 3-5b, both for various metals. From these plots it can be

seen that for most materials plotted, the Fourier number is between 0.1 and 1. In

general this suggests that the heating will indeed be non-uniform, but that if some

overheat on the particle surface is acceptable, full melting in-flight may be feasible,

given that the heat will at a minimum have time to penetrate through the entire

particle diameter. The outlier among the metals plotted is stainless steel, for which

the Fourier number is typically ~0.01, suggesting that the heat will not penetrate to

the back side of the particle, and thus evaporation of the surface is likely.

Despite the lack of precision in this analysis, it still serves useful in guiding initial

material selection and informing engineering considerations such as the desired opti-

cal configuration. The current optical configuration - illuminating the particle with a

small focused spot at one point during the flight trajectory - is the simplest configura-

tion to implement initially, but different configurations are possible and would enable

the processing parameter space to be expanded. For example, the particle could be

illuminated from all sides by the laser beam, or by generating a laser line instead of

a circular spot. Both of these examples would decrease the power per area required

at the surface of the particle and would therefore mitigate the problems arising from

heat conduction limitations. Illuminating the particle from all sides would effectively

halve the characteristic length scale for heat conduction and would thus decrease the

heat conduction timescale by a factor of four, while the power per area needed at the

surface would also be halved. Illuminating with a laser line instead of a spot could

decrease the power per area needed even further, depending on how long the laser

line could be extended.

It is also valuable to consider heat conduction limitations for other classes of mate-

rials beyond only metals. As such, results including nylon (a standard thermoplastic

material), glass, and alumina (a widely used ceramic material) are plotted in Figs.

3-5c and 3-5d along with a few metals for comparison. Practically speaking, nylon

and many ceramics are readily available in powder form and as such would be poten-

tially viable materials for either a DPE-standalone system, or DPE with laser melting.

From Figs. 3-5c and 3-5d it can be seen that the heat conduction timescale is much
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slower for both nylon and glass compared to any of the metals, and for alumina it

is approximately the same order of magnitude as stainless steel. This suggests that

processing these materials would not be practical with the current DPE laser-melting

configuration. That said, the current modeling assumes that the entirety of the power

absorbed into the material is absorbed at the surface, with no transmission through

the material. While this is valid for metals and ceramics, for polymers and glass it

may be the case that selecting a wavelength with sufficient transmission through the

material would enable volumetric heating.
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Figure 3-5: Heat conduction limitations visualized by estimating the Fourier number
after in-flight laser heating. Results are plotted versus particle size (left) and material
thermal diffusivity (right). The results in the top row are given for a variety of
industrially relevant metals, and results in the bottom row are given for select metals
as well as nylon, glass and alumina for comparison of different types of materials.
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3.2.3 Particle overheating

Following from the heat conduction limitations, another consideration for melting par-

ticles in-flight is the ability to overheat the particles above melting without reaching

a surface temperature too close to the boiling point of the material. Some overheat

is practically required to ensure that the drop lands molten, as some cooling will

occur in-flight after melting as will be shown later in section 5.2.1. Further it may be

desirable to significantly overheat the drops to achieve a desired result upon impact

with the substrate, for example a desired amount of melting of the substrate material

to enhance adhesion. Finally, Fig. 3-5 suggests that non-uniform heating (and thus

a surface temperature well above the average temperature) may be inevitable, and so

it is valuable to understand how much overheating can be tolerated.

To evaluate this, the energy required to raise the droplet temperature from the

melting point to the boiling point can be compared with the energy required to melt a

particle. The ratio of these quantities is shown in table 3.2 - a small ratio corresponds

to limited ability to overheat the material without reaching the boiling point on the

surface of the particle (and thus entering the undesirable regime where material is

directly evaporated on the surface before melting).

Table 3.2: Comparison of the energy required to raise the temperature of a given mate-
rial from melted to the boiling point (energy (Tmeit to To2 l)) with the energy required
to melt (energy (to melted)), assuming the material is initially at room temperature.

Material energy (TmeIt to Tboij)
energy (to melted)

Tungsten 0.45
Nickel 0.61
SS304 0.71

Platinum 0.78
Copper 0.93

Gold 1.07
Aluminum 1.68

SAC305 5.31
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3.2.4 Oxidation

A final consideration for in-flight melting of microparticles is oxidation. Most metals

readily form an oxide layer in an oxygen-containing atmosphere, with the exception

of noble metals such as gold and platinum. The oxide layer can act as a skin on the

surface of the particle upon melting, which will disrupt the bonding between droplets

and the fluid dynamics of the droplet impact. Generally, the oxide represents an

undesirable contaminant which should be removed or avoided for the production of

quality parts. To understand how stable the oxides are that form on various metals,

the Ellingham diagram can be used as a useful tool [32].

Shown in Fig. 3-6, the Ellingham diagram plots the free energy of formation of

various oxides for different temperatures. Higher in the plot corresponds to a higher

free energy of formation of the oxide (note the vertical axis in the plot shown is the

negative of the free energy), and thus a less stable oxide. Given the positive slope for

all metals with increasing temperature, higher temperatures reduce the stability of

the oxides. The atmosphere is also critical in determining the oxide stability - with

lower oxygen contents, the oxide becomes less stable, and with a reducing atmosphere

(for example hydrogen-containing), the oxides will be even less stable. Practically

speaking, for metals in the upper section of this plot, it is possible to break down

oxides present upon heating in either an inert or reducing atmosphere. For metals in

the lower section of the plot, i.e. titanium and aluminum, it is likely not possible to

completely remove the oxides due to unrealistic constraints on the atmosphere purity.

To determine atmosphere requirements from this plot, first the line corresponding

to the material of interest in the yellow section of the plot is located. For sake of

demonstration, consider the line for nickel (labeled as 2Ni + 02 = 2NiO). Now, if

using an inert atmosphere, a straight line is drawn between the solid black dot at the

top of the vertical line on the left side of the image and the scale bar all the way on

the right side of the image labeled "p02". This denotes the partial pressure of oxygen

in the atmosphere. The point on the line for the material of interest (in the yellow

section) corresponding to the temperature of the material for the given scenario must
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then be compared to the line that has been drawn. If this point is above the drawn

line, then the oxide will be unstable and should break down. So. for the case of nickel,

for the oxide to be broken down upon reaching the melting point, the partial pressure

of oxygen needs to be ~ 10- atmospheres. At higher temperatures, the atmosphere

would not need to be as pure.

If instead of an inert atmosphere, a hydrogen-containing atmosphere is used, then

instead of drawing the line from the top black dot, the line is drawn from the black

dot labeled "H", and the scale bar labeled as "H2 H20 ratio" is used instead of the

p02 scale bar.
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Figure 3-6: Ellingham diagram [32], which can be used to determine the stability of
oxides at various temperatures and atmospheric conditions.
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3.2.5 Summary and material selection

To achieve in-flight laser melting of microparticles, a consideration of power require-

ments, heat conduction limitations, ability to overheat above melting, and ability

to break down or avoid oxidation together provide a comprehensive picture of what

materials and particle sizes are possible. For the current study, two materials were

selected for experimentation: the lead-free solder alloy SAC305, consisting of 96.5%

tin, 3% silver and 0.5% copper, and a platinum alloy consisting of 95.5% platinum

and 4.5% ruthenium.

SAC305 is an industry-standard solder alloy that is readily available in powder

form for uniform sizes ranging from around 50 jim to 300 pm. Solder particles in this

size range can be fully melted with the 300 W 1064 nm laser, and given the large

difference between the boiling point and melting point, it can be overheated well

above melting. Further, while it will form an oxide layer upon contact with an air

atmosphere, a reducing atmosphere with hydrogen present is sufficient to break down

the oxide during melting. SEM images of 150 jim SAC305 particles as-delivered are

shown in Fig. 3-7.

Platinum was selected for experimentation to demonstrate a high melting point

material, which provides different challenges and processing regimes compared to the

low-melting point solder. Platinum has a relatively high absorptivity, which allows

for melting with the 300W 1064nm, and given that it does not readily oxidize in

normal atmosphere, it can be melted without requiring atmosphere control. The

particles used were obtained from Cooksongold and do have some size distribution,

with most of the particles being between 20 and 50 pm in diameter. The Pt95.5-

Ru4.5 alloy was used instead of pure platinum simply because of availability, though

the material properties do not vary significantly from pure platinum. This specific

alloy was developed for selective laser melting by Cooksongold. SEM images of the

powder as-delivered are shown in Fig. 3-8, and material properties provided in the

datasheet are shown in table 3.3.
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Figure 3-7: SEM images of SAC305 150 pm particles as-delivered.

Figure 3-8: SEM images of Pt95.5-Ru4.5 powder as-delivered.

Table 3.3: Pt95.5-Ru4.5 powder properties.

Property Value

Composition Pt [%] 95.5
Composition Ru [%] 4.5

Density [g/cm 3] 20.7
Solidus temperature [ 0C1 1780

Liquidus temperature [ 0C] 1795
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

This chapter describes the experimental setup that was designed and constructed for

the current work.
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4.1 Nozzle System

The first major component in the experimental setup is the nozzle system used to

eject particles toward a stage oriented below the nozzle. The nozzle consists of a

hollow metal needle with a flat end mounted vertically, filled with water such that

a hemispherical meniscus can be maintained on the end of the needle. The volume

of water in the meniscus is controlled by adjusting the plunger on a standard glass

syringe which fills the needle. The syringe is mounted on a 3-axis micrometer stage

that can be used to align the needle relative to the laser beam. A 3-axis stage system is

oriented below the needle, with two motorized stages providing precise motion control

in the horizontal axes and a manual micrometer stage used to adjust the vertical axis.

An insulated mount is fitted atop the stage system, upon which a conductive sample

can be placed, acting as the bottom electrode. To generate the desired electric field,

a high voltage is applied to the conductive sample and the needle is grounded. A

schematic, CAD and picture of the nozzle system are shown in Fig. 4-1.

For each experiment, an individual particle is manually loaded onto the meniscus

to subsequently be printed. Particle loading is achieved by first spreading particles

on a platform that is mounted on a separate 3-axis micrometer stage. The platform

is then moved underneath the needle and brought up to the meniscus such that

an individual particle touches the meniscus. As soon as there is contact between the

particle and the meniscus, the particle will jump onto the meniscus from the platform,

and the platform can then be removed from the area. This method is sufficient for

particles that are -30 pm and larger, though for particles any smaller than this there

are challenges associated with isolating individual particles, because they more readily

stick to one another (due to Van der Waals forces).

It is also possible to bring the platform with particles on it to a location underneath

the meniscus, and then tap the platform such that the particles bounce up from the

platform - this is not a deterministic process that allows for selection of a specific

particle, but it can allow for particles to adsorb to the meniscus if there are enough

particles in the vicinity of the meniscus. Experiments were also performed with a
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Figure 4-1: (a) Schematic showing the basic components that make up the nozzle
system. (b) CAD showing the design and assembly of the major components of
the nozzle system. (c) Picture of the actual nozzle system that was constructed for
experiments.
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feeding tube that was designed to deliver particles directly to the meniscus after

falling through a tube - this works for particles that are -100 m and larger, but

does not work well for smaller particles, as Van der Waals forces start to become

more significant than gravity.
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4.2 Optics

The next major part of the experimental setup is the optical system. The laser

used is a 300 W continuous-wave air-cooled ytterbium fiber laser with a 1070 nm

center wavelength manufactured by IPG Photonics. The fiber terminates in a 5 mm

collimator with a full-angle beam divergence of 0.3mrad.

The first components in the optical train after the collimator are a plano-convex

lens used to focus the beam and a plano-concave diverging lens to re-collimate it to a

reduced diameter. These lenses were used so that the final focused beam spot could

be changed by changing out these lenses and leaving the final focusing lens in place.

After these lenses, the beam is directed with a mirror on a kinematic mount toward

the final plano-convex focusing lens, which focuses the beam to the final spot size.

The beam focal point is aligned underneath the needle, and by moving the needle

out of focus toward the final focusing lens, a larger beam spot size can easily be

achieved. Given that the laser is typically on for the duration of each experiment,

the beam must be directed towards a beam dump behind the nozzle system. This

is done with another plano-convex lens to re-collimate the beam and another set of

mirrors to direct the beam to the beam dump. Figure 4-2a shows a schematic of the

beam propagating through the lenses in this system.

The beam properties throughout the optical train can be calculated by using the

optical invariant, which states that the product of the beam diameter and angle before

and after a lens must be equal, and the geometrical relationship that when focusing

a beam with an initial collimated beam diameter Di and a focal length f, the angle

of the beam exiting the focusing lens will be 0 = D"2. This assumes a small angle

approximation. For the optical configuration shown in Fig. 4-2a, it follows from the

optical invariant that D 101 = D202 = D30 3 = DP0 t04 . The geometrical relationships

require 02 = Di/2 02 = D2/2, and 04 = Da/2 Rearranging these equations, the most

relevant parameters can be solved for: D 3 = Di g, and D, ot= 201

For the setup used in this study, optics with the following parameters were selected:

f, = 40 mm, f2 = 25 mm, and f3 = 50 mm. These parameters result in a reduced
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beam diameter D3 of 3.125mm and a -minimum beam spot at the focal point of

Dspot = 24 prm.

To measure the actual properties of the focused beam, a measurement of the laser

beam power profile was performed with a modified optical setup. For this setup, the

beam was focused to a spot on a CMOS sensor with 1.67 pm pixel resolution, and

multiple absorptive neutral density filters used to attenuate the beam power to an

acceptable level for the sensor. Results of a measurement are shown in Fig. 4-3,

where the image of the focused beam on the camera sensor is shown on the left, and

the intensity data from a horizontal slice through the center of the beam is shown

on the right. Five separate measurements were performed, and the data displayed in

Fig. 4-3 is taken from one of these five measurements.

A Gaussian function was a good fit for the measured beam power profile. The

Gaussian function is of the form f(x) = a exp( - b) 2 ), where a is the maximum

height of the peak, b is the position of the center of the peak, and c is the standard

deviation or the Gaussian RMS width. For the data in this case, the only critical

parameter is c - the maximum peak value is irrelevant because the data is normalized

for all cases, and the position of the peak value is irrelevant because it is simply the

position of the center of the beam, i.e. r = 0. The full width at half maximum

(FWHM) is defined as the width of the function at the point where the intensity is

half of its maximum value, and the beam diameter is defined as the width at the

point where the intensity is 1/e 2 (~ 13.5%) of its maximum value. These are both

shown in Fig. 4-3b.

Averaging the results from five different measurements resulted in a value for c of

c = 7.75 0.07 pm, which corresponds to a beam diameter of 30.99 0.28 pm. This

reasonably matches the predicted beam diameter of 24 pm; a perfect match is not

expected because of imperfect alignment of the optics and nonlinearities in the beam

properties and optical components that are not considered with this modeling.
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Figure 4-2: (a) Schematic of the major optical components used to focus the laser
beam. The collimated beam from the laser enters from the left side, where it is first
focused and then re-collimated to achieve a smaller beam diameter. The beam then
passes through a second focusing lens used to focus the beam to a final spot. The
particles are printed through the beam at this final spot. The diverging beam is then
re-collimated with another lens and directed to a beam dump to dissipate the power.
(b) Picture of the components assembled into the experimental setup. In the actual
system there is an extra mirror between the reduced beam diameter and the second
focusing lens which is not shown in the schematic. Further, the lenses used to reduce
the beam diameter are not visible as they are enclosed within a lens tube.
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Figure 4-3: (a) Measurement of the laser beam power profile with a 1.67 pm pixel
resolution CMOS sensor. (b) Intensity data taken from a horizontal slice through the
center of the beam measured in the left image. The black line represents a Gaussian
function fit to the data. The full width at half maximum and the beam diameter
determined from the fit are labeled in red, with the values shown on the right side of
the image. Five of such measurements were performed, and the results were averaged
to obtain a beam diameter measurement of Dbeam = 30.99 t 0.28pm.

4.3 Methods

Image acquisition

To image and record the printing process, a Phantom Miro 310 high-speed camera

was used with a lens train that allows for high magnification of the field of view.

For most experiments, a field of view of approximately 0.5 x 2 mm was used, at a

resolution of 128 x 456 and a frame rate of 35000 fps.

Environmental chamber

Because a controlled atmosphere is required for some printing experiments, the pri-

mary components of the setup are enclosed in a sealed chamber that can be purged

of oxygen and flooded with inert or forming gas. For solder printing experiments, a

forming gas mixture of 5% hydrogen and 95% nitrogen was used to create a reducing

atmosphere, such that the oxide present on the surface of the solder particles is broken

down upon heating to an elevated temperature in-flight. Oxygen levels of ~ 0.4-0.5%
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were practically achievable with the current version of the setup, which proved to

be sufficient for solder printing experiments. To achieve these levels of purity in the

chamber, the forming gas was bled slowly and continuously into the chamber, and

the oxygen content was monitored with a Vernier oxygen sensor. Figure 4-4 shows

pictures of the chamber, in the left image with the chamber closed, and in the right

image with the chamber opened so that the components inside can be accessed.

Figure 4-4: Pictures of the chamber constructed to enclose the major components
of the experimental setup. Left: View of the chamber from the outside. The front
panel can be removed to access the components inside, and a similar panel is on the
back-side that can also be removed. Right: View of the inside of the chamber with
the front panel removed.

Substrate preparation

When a molten droplet impacts, spreads and solidifies on a substrate, the surface con-

ditions of the substrate will have a significant effect on the fluid mechanics and heat

transfer dynamics that govern the process. It is therefore critical to maintain consis-

tent surface conditions between experiments. In this vain, all metal substrates that

were printed on were polished with 0.050 pm alumina suspension and were cleaned

with alcohol before printing.
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Chapter 5

Particle Printing Results

This chapter presents analysis and results for particle printing and in-flight melting,

including an overview of the particle ejection process as well as details of the in-flight

melting and droplet deposition processes.
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5.1 Particle Ejection

The DPE standalone system is the first component of the system to get working

before including the laser-melting aspect. Figure 5-1 shows an example of a 75 pm

solder particle being ejected and deposited on a copper substrate. Initially there is

no electric field, and the voltage is applied shortly before the second frame. The

voltage applied is 2 kV, and it is applied as a 1.5 ms pulse, such that it is turned off

after the particle is ejected. In this example the needle diameter is 362 pm, and the

working distance between the needle and the substrate is 2 mm. For this experiment,

the particle is deposited on the substrate, in part because there is liquid remaining on

the particle that contacts the substrate upon impact and does not allow the particle

to bounce (due to capillary force). However, it can also be the case that the particle

will bounce if the liquid remains on the top side of the particle and does not come

into contact with the substrate.

0

a b C d e f g h i
Oms 0.31ms 0.56ms 0.70ms 0.81ms 1.09ms 1.43ms 1.76ms 2.18ms

Figure 5-1: 75 lim solder particle printed on a copper substrate. Images (b)-(d) show
the deformation of the liquid due to electrical stress on the meniscus, and in image (e)
the particle has completely detached from the meniscus. At this point, some liquid
is still present on the surface of the particle, and a small satellite droplet is visible
above the particle. Images (e)-(h) show snapshots of the droplet flight, and in image
(i) the particle has been deposited on the substrate.
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5.1.1 Practical details

Some practical details are relevant to successfully ejecting particles. First, the par-

ticles should be adsorbed on the surface of the liquid meniscus. If they are instead

engulfed entirely inside the meniscus, the effect of the applied electric field becomes

less consistent because the particles are not naturally settled to the bottom of the

meniscus where the field is focused. Further, they can be ejected inside globs of liq-

uid of varying volumes, whereas if they are ejected properly from the surface of the

meniscus, there will be just a small cap of liquid on top of the particle that does not

interfere with the ejection. These observations guide the choice of liquid, for if the

contact angle between the particle and the liquid is too low, the particle will wet the

liquid and become engulfed. Due to its high surface tension, water is a good choice

of liquid that results in most metal particles being properly adsorbed on the surface.

Next, the size and shape of the meniscus should be considered. The larger the

meniscus, the lower the voltage that is required to induce instability in the meniscus

and eject a particle. However, a larger meniscus also results in a larger change in the

shape of the meniscus relative to its initial shape before the electric field is applied.

This results in more movement of the meniscus, which can lead to less control over

the ejection and can also make electrical breakdown between the meniscus and the

substrate more likely to happen (due to closer proximity when the meniscus is pulled

downward by the electric field). In general, higher voltages with menisci that are

hemispherical or smaller in shape are most effective for controlled ejections.

Another consideration is that the substrate used as the bottom electrode should

be much larger than the needle diameter, such that there are no edge effects arising

from the edges of the substrate.

Finally, the particle size needs to be accounted for. Ultimately the value and

impact of the DPE process may be determined by the lower limit of particle sizes

that are possible. For the current work, particles as small as -20 Pm were successfully

ejected and deposited, but at this length scale and smaller, challenges arise that are

not present with larger particle sizes. A comprehensive study of possible particle
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sizes and limitations was not part of this work, but some observations include the

following:

" small particles do not always settle to the bottom of the meniscus. They may

remain on the side of the meniscus (i.e. between the apex at the bottom and the

needle) or be pulled upwards to contact the edge of the needle (at which point

they cannot be easily removed). This latter effect occurs because it results in a

minimum surface area of the liquid, and thus a minimum surface energy.

" small particles may become engulfed inside the liquid, at which point they can

no longer be ejected.

" small particles may stick together, such that it is not possible to eject one

particle individually.

All of these observations practically result in a repeatable lower limit of ~30 pm

demonstrated in this study, with a small number of examples demonstrated for par-

ticles as small as 20 pm.

5.1.2 Particle ejection speeds

To analyze and understand the in-flight melting and deposition of particles, it is

first critical to know typical speeds that particles are ejected at. These inform the

heat transfer modeling presented in section 3.2 and will also inform the dynamics

of droplet impact, spreading and solidification. As such, an ejection speed study

was performed with particles ranging in diameter from 35-350 pm. Both solder and

stainless steel particles were used in the study, and a needle size of 0.718 mm with

a 3.8 mm working distance was used. The particle velocities were measured via the

high-speed videos, with the velocity measurement taken at mid-flight by tracking the

particle position during flight. Results of the velocity measurements are presented in

Fig. 5-2 along with details of the curve fit to the data. Based on these measurements,

it was found that the velocity scales with 1/R0 .. It should be noted that while this

is a useful study to understand what velocities are typical given standard parameters
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used in experiments, it is not a comprehensive study analyzing all relevant factors

in determining particle ejection speed. In reality, the following considerations are all

relevant in determining how the particle is ejected and its resulting speed:

" meniscus size

* meniscus shape

* particle size relative to the meniscus

" material properties of the liquid

* magnitude of the electric field

" geometric details of the needle and substrate configuration

Despite the potential for variation based on these listed parameters, given the

parameter space used for the current work, the ejection velocities did not vary signif-

icantly from what is reported in 5-2. Therefore, these estimates for particle velocities

are used in subsequent calculations.
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Figure 5-2: Particle ejection speed study, displaying measured velocities at mid-flight
for a range of particle sizes. (a) Linear scale plot with the fitted relationship displayed.
(b) Logarithmic scale plot showing how the fit was performed and the relevant fitting
parameters.
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5.2 In-flight Laser Melting

As described in section 3.2, ejecting microparticles from the DPE nozzle through

a focused laser beam is a viable means of generating a molten metal droplet and

depositing it on a substrate. This section details analysis and experimental results

implementing this concept for two model particle materials, the solder alloy SAC305

and the platinum alloy Pt95.5-Ru4.5.

5.2.1 Droplet temperature estimation

Perhaps the most critical quantity to know for a given experiment is the droplet

temperature upon impact with the substrate. Unfortunately it is not possible to

directly measure the temperature from the experiments. It may be possible to design

a custom pyrometer to use the emitted radiative energy from the particle to estimate

temperature. However, this is not a straightforward engineering challenge, in part

due to the resolution and frame rate requirements, and in part due to the unknown

emissivity of the material (which will be a function of temperature). Thus designing

a custom measurement device coupled with experiments to determine the emissive

properties of the material would be possible in theory but has not been done here.

A simple version of a pyrometer which, for example, included one or a small number

of photodiodes instead of a higher resolution sensor could also potentially provide

useful thermal information, though once again no such device was constructed for

the current work. That said, it is still manageable to obtain droplet temperature

estimations for a given experiment, using the heat transfer modeling presented in

section 3.2.1 as a starting point and accounting for droplet cooling in-flight.

Transient heating considerations

In estimating the particle temperature, a first consideration is the transient and non-

uniform heating of the particle. It is clear that the heating during the laser-particle

interaction will not be uniform, due to the high heat flux directly at the surface.

That is, the Biot number (defined as the ratio of the heat transfer resistance inside
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the particle to the heat transfer resistance at the surface) is effectively infinity, given

the assumption that any incident energy in the laser beam that is not reflected will

be absorbed directly at the surface. However, the key question is if the droplet

will reach a uniform temperature during the remainder of the flight trajectory, or if

there will still be some temperature gradient within the droplet upon impact. If it

is the case that a uniform temperature is achieved, then there is no need to estimate

the temperature gradient arising from transient heating, and the temperature upon

impact can be estimated based on the net energy delivered to the particle.

To check if non-uniform heating needs to be accounted for, the Fourier number

can be used. Recall from section 3.2.2 that the Fourier number is defined as Fo = at

where a is the thermal diffusivity, t is the time, and L is the characteristic length

scale. Considering the case of heat conduction in a slab and a Biot number greater

than -1, the following holds [31]: a small Fourier number below -0.05 corresponds

to the case where there has been limited time for the heat to conduct through the

material, such that the penetration depth is small compared to the length scale (and

thus semi-infinite analysis is applicable); and a large Fourier number above -1.5

corresponds to the case where steady state has been reached. In between these two

cases, transient heating needs to be accounted for, typically through the use of series

solutions to the heat conduction equations.

The case of laser-heating on one side of a particle is a different geometry than

what is considered for the rules of thumb given here, i.e. heating of a sphere, not

a slab, but it is regardless straightforward to estimate a lower limit for the Fourier

number and check which region is applicable. Thus, to estimate the lower limit of

the Fourier number upon droplet impact with the substrate, the length scale chosen

is the particle diameter DP, i.e. the maximum distance that heat in the particle must

travel. The time is straightforward to calculate based on the particle velocity and the

distance between the beam location and the substrate. This distance was constant at

1.4 mm for all experiments included in the melt-in-flight study. The maximum particle

diameter used for each respective material was used, along with the maximum velocity

observed for a particle of that size. All values used are given in table 5.1.
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The results are that the minimum Fourier number upon droplet impact for solder

experiments is ~2.2, and for Pt-Ru experiments it is -4.7. Thus for all experiments,

Fo > 1.5, and it can therefore be assumed that a steady-state uniform temperature

has been reached upon droplet impact.

Table 5.1: Values used to estimate the lower limit of the Fourier number after a
particle has been heated in-flight and has traveled to the substrate. A Fourier number
greater than 1.5, as is the case for both solder and Pt-Ru as shown here, suggests
that a steady-state temperature has been reached.

Parameter Solder Pt-Ru

Thermal diffusivity [m 2 /s] 3.5 - 10-5 2.7. 10-5
Particle diameter [pm] 150 63
Particle velocity [rn/s] 1 2
Flight distance [mm] 1.4 1.4

Fourier number 2.2 4.7

Cooling considerations

Now, for accurate temperature estimations, even though a uniform droplet tempera-

ture will be reached upon impact, it is important to recognize that a droplet temper-

ature estimation during flight is needed to estimate the cooling that will occur due to

convective or radiative effects. As such, it could be beneficial to obtain an estimate of

the spatial temperature profile of the droplet initially upon laser melting. However,

this would require more involved numerical methods and for the current analysis it

is appropriate to proceed by using an average droplet temperature estimation during

flight. Therefore, the first step is to check if either convective or radiative cooling

are relevant during laser heating, or if an initial droplet temperature estimation can

be obtained only by considering the heat transfer into the particle from the laser

irradiation. Thus expressions for convective and radiative cooling are required.

Convective heat transfer out of the particle can be estimated using standard con-

vection heat transfer correlations for the case of laminar flow across a sphere. Poten-

tially applicable correlations are as follows [33]:
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NUD = 1.32Re 2 Pr1/3

Which is applicable for Pr > 0.5, and:

NUD =2 + (OAReb' 4 + 0.06Re2/ 3 )P4 (5.

Which is applicable for 0.7 < Pr < 380 and 3.5 < ReD < 8 _ 104. For these

relationships, ReD pairVD and Pr = Cp,airiiaar - Pair is the density of the surroundingPair kair

air, v is the droplet velocity, D is the droplet diameter, Pair is the dynamic viscosity

of air, Cp,air is the specific heat of air, and kai, is the thermal conductivity of air.

NuD = , where h is the heat transfer coefficient. Equation 5.2 is valid for all

experiments with solder, for which ReD varies from 6.8 - 9.1. Equation 5.1 is used for

Pt-Ru experiments, for which ReD varies from 1.0 -6.2. For all calculations, material

properties for air were evaluated at 25 C, resulting in Pr ~ 0.7. All values used for

these calculations are shown in table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Values used for convection heat transfer calculations.

Parameter I Solder [ Pt-Ru

Droplet velocity [m/s] 0.73-1 0.65-3.1
Droplet diameter [Pm] 150 15-70
Density (air) [kg/m 3] 1.225 1.225

Specific heat (air) [J/(kg - K)] 1000 1000
Thermal conductivity (air) [W/(m -K)] 0.03 0.03

Dynamic viscosity (air) [kg/(m - s)] 2 - 10-5 2 - 10-5
Prandtl number (Pr) 0.7 0.7

Reynold's number (ReD) 6.8-9.1 1.0-6.2

With an estimate for the heat transfer coefficient h, it is

convective heat transfer as follows:

Qconvection = hA(Tsurf - Too)

possible to calculate

(5.3)

A is the surface area of the drop, and the average drop temperature is used as

the surface temperature, Tsurf. For all of the convection calculations, an ambient
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temperature of 25 'C was assumed.

Radiative cooling can be calculated with the following formula:

Qradiation = C-A(Turf - T4) (5.4)

Here E is the emissivity, - is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, equal to o = 5.67-

10-8 Wm- 2 K- 4, A is the droplet surface area, and once again average drop temper-

ature is used as Tsuf. To estimate the emissivity, it is appropriate to assume it is

approximately equal to the material absorptivity. For platinum, this is reported as

0.25 in literature [34], and for solder a conservative upper bound of 0.2 is used based

on data that is published for pure metallic white tin in literature [35].

To compare convective and radiative heat transfer to the laser irradiation during

laser-particle interaction, table 5.3 shows estimated heat transfer rates initially upon

particle melting for each of these quantities, along with the heat transfer rate from

laser irradiation for comparison. Note that the heat transfer rates for each heat trans-

fer mechanism are different for each experiment, but for the purposes of comparison

the maximum estimates of the convective and radiative heat transfer rates are shown

along with the minimum heat transfer rate from laser heating. This is done to make

clear which heat transfer mechanisms could possibly be relevant, and what can be

ignored.

From this comparison, it can be seen that convective and radiative heat transfer

are at least two orders of magnitude lower than heat transfer from laser irradiation,

and so it is acceptable to ignore these effects during laser heating. Further, this

comparison shows that radiative heat transfer is typically at least one order of mag-

nitude lower than convective heat transfer, and therefore it is appropriate to only

consider convective cooling during flight. For the radiative cooling heat transfer es-

timate shown in this table, experiments where Pt-Ru particles were overheated to

the point that they were pushed off screen from vapor generated on their surface

were not included (while radiation does become more significant for these cases, these

experiments represent edge cases that fall outside the main focus of this analysis).
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Table 5.3: Comparison of the importance of convective and radiative heat transfer
versus laser irradiation.

______ Solder I Pt-Ru
minQiaser [W] ~ 4 ~%. 8

max Qconvection [W] ~0.04 ~0.03
max Qradiation [W] ~ 0.001 ~ 0.006

Given this analysis, an acceptable process for estimating droplet temperature upon

impact is to first estimate the initial average droplet temperature due to energy de-

livered from laser irradiation (assuming all delivered energy is converted into internal

energy), and then to estimate the final droplet temperature by accounting for the

energy lost due to convective cooling.

Initial and final temperature estimation

The initial average droplet temperature may be estimated with the following formula:

Tinitial Tmelt + Edelivered - M(Cp(Tmelt -Too) + AHfusion) (5.5)
mCP

Where m is the mass of the particle. This equation states that any energy delivered

to the particle beyond what is required to melt the particle is converted into internal

energy to heat it past the melting point. For cases where the particle does not fully

melt or does not reach the melting point, it is straightforward to adjust this equation

accordingly. If the particle is much larger than the beam size, the delivered energy

can be calculated as Edelivered aPiasertinteraction, with tinteraction r - this

is appropriate for the experiments performed with solder, given that the particles

are 150 pm in diameter and the beam diameter is -30-45 pm. However, this is not

applicable for the Pt-Ru experiments, given that the particles are approximately

the same size or smaller than the beam diameter. Thus for analyzing the Pt-Ru

experiments, more specific details of the geometry need to be taken into account; the

detailed calculations for energy input in this case are presented in appendix A.

In terms of the estimates of energy delivered to the particle, there are a few primary

sources of error inherent in the estimates performed here. These are discussed in detail
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in appendix A and are summarized briefly here.

Angle of incidence: It is known that there is some dependence of the material

absorptivity on the angle of incidence of the incoming beam. However, it is appro-

priate to ignore this effect as it only becomes significant at angles very close to 90

[28, 29], and as such will introduce negligible error.

Actual beam size at particle ejection location: The particle may not pass

through the focal point of the beam; rather it will likely pass through a slightly de-

focused part of the beam, resulting in a larger beam diameter. The beam diameter

where the particle passes through is not known exactly, but is estimated as 1.4 -

Dspot,min, i.e. 43 pm. This correction factor was determined based on the difference

between the focal length of the focusing lens at 1070 nm and at the alignment laser

wavelength 680 nm, and the fact that the alignment was performed such that the

particle would pass through the focal point of the pilot laser. The focal length at

1070 nm is approximately 700 pm longer than it is at 680 nm, which should result in

a beam diameter that is larger by a factor of -1.4.

Beam-particle misalignment: There will likely be some misalignment between

the particle trajectory and the beam, which will not affect the results for the large

150 pm solder particles, but will be significant for the smaller Pt-Ru particles even if

the misalignment is on the order of ~10 pm. Measurement of this level of misalign-

ment was not possible with the experimental setup, and as such the misalignment is

treated as an unknown parameter for the time being. Note that for all the experi-

ments included in the results presented here, alignment was performed initially before

the experiments, and the needle position relative to the beam was then fixed at the

same location for all experiments - thus any misalignment should be the same for

all experiments. Future improvements could include additional optics and a camera

sensor to monitor the path that the particle traveled relative to the beam, such that

the misalignment could be well characterized.

Material absorptivity: The last unknown that will introduce some error is

the material absorptivity, which as mentioned previously will vary significantly with

temperature and surface conditions.
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See appendix A for more details and analysis relating to the energy input calcu-

lations and sources of error.

With an estimate of the initial average droplet temperature, obtained from equa-

tion 5.5, the final temperature can be estimated by accounting for convective cooling

during flight. The assumption that energy lost due to convection corresponds to a

decrease in internal energy of the droplet necessitates the following (assuming the

particle is not undergoing phase change):

mC dTdrop Qconvection (5.6)

Where energy transferred out of the particle corresponds to a negative dTdrop
dt

Combining equations 5.3 and 5.6, the average droplet temperature over time can be

solved for. Using the time constant Tconvection - hA to simplify the expression, the

temperature at a final time tfinal is:

Tfinal T0  + (Tinitial - T.) exp ( tfinal ) (5.7)
Tconvection

The value used for tfinal is tfinal = do/vparticie, where do is the distance between the

beam spot and the substrate that the particle traverses before impact, and vparticle is

the measured particle velocity. Equation 5.7 assumes that the particle remains above

the melting point. If instead the particle cools to the melting point, its temperature

will hold steady at the melting point until the heat of fusion due to phase change has

been removed from the particle, at which point the particle will be fully solid and

will continue to decrease in temperature.

Comparison with experiment

Precise droplet temperature predictions using the equations presented above is not

possible due to the unknown parameters already discussed. However, reasonable tem-

perature estimations from experiments can still be obtained by treating the unknown

parameters as fitting parameters to be determined by comparing to experimental

results. For the solder experiments, the only significant unknown is the material ab-
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sorptivity, and so an effective average absorptivity can be determined experimentally.

For the Pt-Ru experiments, both the absorptivity and the beam-particle misalign-

ment are considered unknowns to be determined experimentally. To compare with

experiments and determine these parameters, a set of experiments was run where

particles are heated with varying levels of laser power, such that the entire melt-in-

flight parameter space is spanned, including resulting particles that are not melted,

partially melted or fully melted. It is clear to see from all experiment videos if the

particle is not melted, as the particle will bounce upon impact with the surface, as is

shown in Fig. 5-3 for both a solder experiment (top image) and a Pt-Ru experiment

(bottom image).

ay b cW d y e f h5 J k

W by C d f h M J k

Figure 5-3: Ejected particles that were not melted bouncing upon impact with the
substrate. Top: a 150 pm solder particle is ejected and heated in-flight, but it remains
solid and upon impact with a previously deposited particle, it bounces upward (as
seen in images (h)-(k)). Bottom: a similar example is shown for a Pt-Ru particle.

For the solder melting experiments, it is also possible to see when the particle is

only partially melted. In this case, upon impact, part of the particle will remain solid,

while the melted part will clearly deform as a liquid. An example of this is shown in

Fig. 5-4.
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Figure 5-4: Impact of a solder particle that was partially melted. The particle is
printed on a previously deposited particle. Contact is made in image (c), and in
image (d) it is visible that the right side of the particle is liquid (inertia causes the
liquid portion to continue moving downward), while the left side of the particle is
solid. In image (f), the liquid portion has rebounded upward and in the ensuing
images the droplet undergoes solidification.

For the purposes of compiling results to measure the transition to full melting,

partially melted particles are considered to be the same result as particles that did

not melt at all, i.e. there was not enough energy delivered to the particle to melt it.

From the experimental results with solder, the effective absorptivity is then deter-

mined to be the value which results in a transition from no melting to melting at the

proper location. Obtaining this value then makes it possible to provide temperature

estimations for all experiments, assuming the same effective absorptivity applies to

all cases. This is of course an imperfect assumption, but is sufficient to provide rea-

sonable estimates. Error in the estimation will arise due to the fact that absorptivity

of metals typically increases at high temperatures [26, 27]. It is not known exactly

how significant this effect will be for the materials used in this study (due to a lack

of published data), but it will likely be on the order of -10-30%, based on what has

previously been reported for other metals that undergo melting [26]. Therefore, to

estimate uncertainty for the temperature estimations, it is assumed that the absorp-

tivity may change by up to 30% after the particles undergo melting, as compared to

the value for effective absorptivity determined from the fitting. This can then be used

to determine reasonable bounds on the temperature estimations.

The same process is performed with the Pt-Ru experiments, though the misalign-

ment is also determined experimentally - this is possible because the misalignment

will primarily affect the results for smaller particles. For example, if a "large" 60 pm

particle passes through a 40 pm beam misaligned by even as much as 20 pm, the par-
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ticle will still receive nearly the same amount of energy as if alignment were perfect -

while a 20 pm particle would hardly receive any energy. On the other hand, the ab-

sorptivity will affect the entire size range of particles, and thus these two parameters

can be de-coupled and estimated from the same set of experimental results.

In the following sections, results are presented for both solder and Pt-Ru particle

printing.

5.2.2 Solder in-flight melting

Figure 5-5 shows images taken from the high-speed camera during an exemplary

experiment where a 150 pm is printed on a polished tin substrate. This example

demonstrates most of the relevant phenomena that occur during the printing pro-

cess. First, after detaching from the meniscus, the particle maintains a small cap

of water, visible in image (d). In image (e), the particle passes through the laser

beam (originating from the right side) and this liquid cap is removed - film boiling

is induced between the particle surface and the liquid due to the rising temperature

of the particle (the water is mostly transparent to the laser, so there is virtually no

direct laser heating of the water). The film boiling results in a clean detachment of

the liquid from the particle with minimal effect on the particle trajectory.

Also visible in image (e) of 5-5 is the non-uniform transient heating of the particle.

The area that the laser beam interacts with is visibly bright during the laser heating,

due to visible light emitting from the particle at a higher surface temperature. After

the particle has passed through the laser beam, the bright spot is no longer visible,

suggesting that the heat has had time to conduct through the particle and result in a

more uniform temperature distribution (recall previous analysis that suggests that the

droplet will reach a uniform temperature by the time it impacts the substrate). The

now-molten droplet then continues traveling toward the substrate and initially makes

contact just after image (h). The droplet then spreads to the maximum diameter

and flattens during this spreading, as seen in image (j), and finally comes to rest and

solidifies in the last image. Details of the impact, spreading and solidification are

discussed in further sections.
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If the particle is instead ejected entirely or mostly engulfed in a volume of liquid

(as compared with just the liquid cap that is present in this example), the process

of removing the liquid is much less controlled and can result in nucleate boiling with

spraying and ejection of microdroplets of water from the particle surface - this will

then push the particle off the desired trajectory due to the momentum transfer from

a significant amount of liquid leaving the particle. An example of this phenomenon

can be seen in Fig. 5-6.

Oms 0.64ms 1.32ms 1.43ms 1.96ms 2.44ms 2.94ms 3.33ms 3.36ms 3.44ms 3.64ms

Figure 5-5: 150 pm solder particle printed on a polished tin substrate. Images (b)-(d)
show ejection of the particle from the meniscus. Image (e) shows the laser beam
interaction, including the removal of a liquid cap that was attached to the particle
from the ejection. The melted droplet makes contact with the substrate just after
image (h), and then spreads and solidifies in images (i)-(k).

Figure 5-7 shows the compiled melt-in-flight results for solder particles 150 pm

in diameter. The parameters that change for each experiment are the laser power

and the ejected particle velocity. The vertical axis in this figure is the estimated

net energy delivered to the surface of the particle (accounting for energy lost due

to cooling in flight), and the horizontal axis is the particle velocity upon interaction

with the laser beam. All experiments where the particle is either not melted or

only partially melted are plotted as dark blue dots, and the experiments where the

particle was visibly melted are plotted as orange dots. Horizontal lines of constant

temperature, calculated based on the energy required to reach a certain temperature,

are displayed as dashed lines.
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Figure 5-6: Printing of a 150 pm solder particle that was mostly engulfed in the
meniscus prior to ejection. The particle is ejected with a relatively large amount
of liquid present on its surface, resulting in uncontrolled boiling of the liquid upon
interaction with the laser beam, as seen in images (e)-(g).

The effective absorptivity determined here for solder was 13%. A reasonable

check is to compare this value to what has been published for pure metallic tin;

while the value determined from these experiments is not expected to be identical

to the published value (not least due to the fact that the copper and silver alloying

elements will affect the material absorptivity) it should be on the same order of

magnitude. Published values for the reflectivity of metallic tin at room temperature

are generally ~80-90% [35], corresponding to an absorptivity of ~10-20% (there will

be no transmission through the material, so absorptivity is equal to 100% minus the

reflectivity). Thus the experimentally determined value of 13% is reasonable.

One takeaway from these results is that it is possible to significantly overheat

the solder droplets well above melting, even to temperatures of ~1000'C. This was

already expected based on table 3.2.
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Figure 5-7: Melt-in-flight results for solder particle printing. Dark blue dots corre-
spond to experiments where the particle was not melted or only partially melted,
and orange dots correspond to experiments where the particle was melted. Lines of
constant temperature are displayed to show the range of droplet temperatures that
are spanned with these experiments.

5.2.3 Platinum in-flight melting

Figure 5-8 shows images from the high-speed camera of an exemplary print for a

30 jim Pt-Ru particle. Similar phenomena compared to the solder example displayed

in Fig. 5-5 are apparent, however in this case the heating is much more clear given

the intensity of light that is emitted from the particle upon melting. This is expected

given the high melting point (1795 C liquidus temperature) of the material.

The main difference between the solder experiments and those with Pt-Ru particles

is that the Pt-Ru particles have an inherent size distribution, and as such experiments

were performed with particle diameters ranging from 15-70 pm. The energy estimates

are scaled accordingly with the particle sizes, including by accounting for the fraction

of the energy of the laser beam that is within the flight path of the particle and

considering an initially unknown beam-particle misalignment as already described.

The measured power profile of the process laser at the focal point is shown in Fig. 4-

3, and as described in further detail in appendix A, the particles should pass through
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Figure 5-8: 50 pm Pt-Ru particle printed on a silicon substrate. Significant emission
of visible light from the particle surface is apparent during and after melting, due to
the high temperature of the molten material.

a de-focused part of the beam with a beam diameter of 43 pm. As such, the beam

intensity as a function of radius is well approximated as a Gaussian function of the

form Io exp( 22), where 10 is the intensity at the center of the beam, r is the radial

location, and w is the beam waist radius, i.e. the radius at the point where 86% of

the power is enclosed within the given radius. For this work this is how the beam

diameter is always defined, that is, the beam diameter is Dbeam = 2W. Figure 4-3

shows the measured beam profile at the process laser focal point, and appendix A

discusses the adjustments that result in a beam diameter of 43 pm.

Results for comparing experimental results with predictions, accounting for the

fitted parameters, are shown in Fig. 5-9. On this plot, estimated energy delivered

is plotted on the vertical axis again particle size on the horizontal axis. Lines of

constant temperature are displayed for convenience, including the melting threshold

(above which all particles should be fully melted), and the "evaporation threshold,"

corresponding to the point at which the average temperature of the particle reaches

the boiling point of the material. Finally, qualitative results taken from the experi-

ment videos are plotted with different color dots for visualization purposes. Results

were binned into six separate categories depending on the visual result of the Pt-Ru
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particle after the laser beam interaction. In the most extreme case when the particle

is overheated past a critical point, vapor and plasma are visibly seen to emanate

from the particle, and a pressure gradient arising from material leaving the surface

pushes the particle out of the camera's field of view - these experiments are plotted

as yellow stars. An example of this is shown in Fig. 5-10. In the other limiting

case, the particles are not fully melted and bounce upon impact with the substrate -

these experiments are plotted as purple circles. The other qualitative results represent

different amounts of light that is visible emanating from the particle surface. The

darkest purple dots correspond to experiments where the particle stuck upon impact

with the substrate, but it was not possible to determine if the particle was fully or

only partially melted. The particle diameters for deposited particles were measured

from SEM images, and the diameters for particles that bounced were measured from

the experiment videos. For the SEM diameter measurements, the diameter was ex-

tracted from the approximate cross-sectional area of the particles, given that particles

often solidify in a non-spherical shape.

The effective average absorptivity determined for Pt-Ru was 8%, and the beam-

particle misalignment was determined to be 15 pm. This value for absorptivity is

lower than the published value for absorptivity of pure platinum of ~25% [34], but as

was the case for solder, it is once again on the same order and it is not expected to be

identical, especially given the presence of the Ruthenium alloying element. The value

for misalignment is reasonable based on what can be expected to be achieved with the

current experimental setup - realistically, it would not be possible to ensure alignment

between the ejection needle and the beam of any better than tens of microns without

further improvements to the setup. Determining both of these fitted parameters is

useful in validating that predictions from the thermal modeling can be well aligned

with trends observed in the experimental results, however there is not value in making

precise temperature predictions for individual experiments due to the high uncertainty

present here. Therefore, in the following sections, the focus in analyzing the results for

deposition of Pt-Ru droplets is on comparing cases where using different substrate

materials results in entirely different droplet deposition regimes, and knowledge of
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the droplet temperature is not critical (beyond knowing that the droplet is molten,

which is clear from the experiments). Future work could include an improved setup

with more control and measurement capability that would enable accurate droplet

temperature measurement.

Evaporation threshol d
....--.-. T = 3300C
.--------T = 2800C
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vapor/plasma
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Figure 5-9: Melt-in-flight results for Pt-Ru particle printing. Open blue circles corre-
spond to experiments where the particle was not melted, and the darkest blue solid
dots correspond to experiments where it was not possible to determine if the parti-
cle was melted or not. The other solid dots are color-coded according to qualitative
brightness results observed from the experiment videos, as shown in the legend. The
yellow stars correspond to experiments where vapor and/or plasma were visible em-
anating from the particle upon laser interaction. Lines of constant temperature are
displayed for reference.
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Figure 5-10: Vapor and plasma generation upon laser interaction with a Pt-Ru parti-
cle. The particle spends a longer time in the path of the laser beam than is necessary
for controlled melting, causing significant overheating of the particle, including vapor
and plasma generation which pushes the particle away to the left.

5.3 Molten Droplet Deposition

This section details analysis and results for the scenario of a molten metal droplet

impacting on a substrate, spreading, and either freezing on the substrate or recoiling

while still molten and bouncing. The analysis is constricted to consider only regimes

that are possible based on the parameter set spanned by current experiments, i.e.

molten solder or Pt-Ru droplets of varying temperatures, traveling at typical speeds

observed as shown in Fig. 5-2, impacting on room temperature substrates of poten-

tially varying materials. A summary of the range of relevant parameters for both

solder and Pt-Ru is shown in table 5.4. For material properties that vary with tem-

perature, a single approximate value is used in the analysis - this is sufficient given

that the most relevant material properties (density and surface tension) do not change

more than 15% across the relevant parameter ranges.

The process of molten droplet deposition in the regimes relevant here includes a

number of competing fluid and thermal phenomena. Upon initial contact with the

surface, the droplet will begin to spread due to inertial forces and possibly surface

tension forces (if the droplet is wetting on the substrate material, surface tension

forces will contribute to spreading). The droplet will then spread out on the surface

and deform to a maximum diameter. If the droplet is non-wetting on the substrate,

surface tension forces will then cause the droplet to recoil. At this point, the droplet

may bounce, or if solidification has initiated at the substrate interface, then it will

likely stick to the surface and the remaining fluid portion will oscillate until it has
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all solidified. If the droplet is wetting on the substrate, then it will likely spread to

some equilibrium contact angle and then solidify without recoiling. Solidification of

the droplet at the interface may limit the spreading that can take place depending

on the relevant timescales, and melting and re-solidification of the substrate is also

possible depending on the parameters. The following sections discuss why the fluid

forces mentioned here are most important and discusses all these phenomena in more

detail.

Table 5.4: Range of material properties and parameters most relevant to the droplet
deposition experiments [36, 37, 38]. Where material properties were not available
at the relevant temperatures, they were estimated based on trends with tempera-
ture reported in the references. For Pt-Ru, data for pure platinum was used due to
availability.

Parameter Solder Pt-Ru

Droplet radius [pm] 75-150 20-70
Droplet velocity [m/s] 0.75-2 1-4

Droplet temperature [ 0C] 400-1000 1800-3200
Density [g/cm3 ] 6.6-7.3 17.5-19.8

Surface tension [mN/m] 480-550 1600-1850
Viscosity [kg/(m - s)] 0.001-0.002 0.003-0.008

5.3.1 Dominant forces and relevant phenomena

Dominant fluid forces

The first step in the droplet deposition analysis is to determine what fluidic forces are

dominant based on the relevant parameter space. To do this, common dimensionless

numbers can be evaluated for the parameter ranges given in table 5.4. First, the

Reynold's number compares inertial and viscous forces:

Re = pvR (5.8)

p is the droplet density, v is the droplet velocity, R is the droplet radius, and

1t is the droplet dynamic viscosity. The Reynold's number is usually around 102,

with a minimum of ~50 for the edge case of small, relatively slow Pt-Ru droplets.
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This suggests that inertia dominates viscosity and viscous forces can be ignored. The

Froude number compares inertial and gravity forces:

2

Fr = (5.9)
gR

Where g is acceleration due to gravity. The Froude number has a minimum of

~10' here and can be as large as 105, suggesting that gravity can be ignored. Finally,

the Weber number compares inertial and surface tension forces:

We = pv 2R (5.10)

Where or is the droplet surface tension. Here the Weber number is typically ~ 1,

suggesting that both inertial and surface tension forces are relevant.

It is useful to have estimates for the inertial and surface tension characteristic

timescales to compare with other physical phenomena such as the heat transfer dy-

namics. The inertial characteristic timescale is simply tinertial ~ R/v, i.e the time it

takes to travel some characteristic length R given a velocity v. The surface tension

timescale is tsurface tenswon ~ , derived from the Laplace pressure P ~ -.

The final fluid force that becomes relevant is the viscous force. When a droplet

has impacted the substrate and stuck to the surface, the remaining molten portion

of the droplet will experience oscillations, owing to the interplay between the inertial

and surface tension forces. These oscillations are then dampened out by viscous forces

within the droplet if there is sufficient time for damping. Otherwise the oscillations

will be frozen into the droplet shape in the form of ripples along its outer surface.

The viscous timescale is tescous pR2 , where p is the dynamic viscosity.

Heat transfer dynamics - droplet solidification

It is useful to have an estimate of the total solidification time of a molten droplet

upon impact with a substrate, so that the timescale of freezing can be compared to

other relevant timescales in the printing process, for example spreading of the droplet,

damping of oscillations within the droplet, and anticipated particle printing frequency
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in a continuous system. Estimations for total solidification times of impacting molten

droplets have been reported in literature; most relevant to the current scenario is the

following estimate [17]:

R2  1(51
Tsolidification ( +(5.11)a St

Where R is the droplet radius, a is the thermal diffusivity, St is the Stefan number,

a dimensionless parameter accounting for the relationship between the amount of

sensible heat and latent heat, and / is another dimensionless parameter accounting

for the amount of overheat. These parameters are defined as follows:

St = C (Tmelt - Tsubstrate) (5.12)
A H usion

3 = aTdrop -Tmelt (513)
Telt - Tsubstrate

Equation 5.11 assumes that the droplet is being deposited on a substrate of the

same material and ignores any variation in contact area compared to the droplet area.

Further it is assumed that initial spreading dynamics where the droplet has not yet

reached the full contact area are negligible, i.e. that this timescale is much smaller

than the timescale of bulk solidification of the droplet. This is a good start, but it

is of value to consider cases where the droplet is deposited on substrates of different

materials, as well as cases where the contact area varies significantly given the same

initial droplet radius - results presented in proceeding sections make clear the value of

the latter case. Therefore a scaling argument can be performed to estimate the order

of magnitude of the droplet solidification time, and it will be seen that the derived

relationship reduces to equation 5.11 when the substrate is the same material as the

droplet material and the contact radius is equal to the droplet radius.

First, the total energy that must leave the droplet during solidification can be

written:

E = mC(Trop - Tmelt, drop) + mAHfusion (5.14)
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Plugging in for the mass and dropping constants for the purposes of scaling results

in:

E ~ pdropR ,,(Cp(Trop - Tmeit, drop) + AHfusion) (5.15)

The heat flux scales as follows based on Fourier's law, where the analysis is con-

stricted to a one-dimensional domain for sake of simplicity: q = -kO. The total

heat transfer from the droplet to the substrate will scale as Q ~ qR , where the

contact radius Rcontact between the droplet and the substrate is used as the length

scale, given that the area of contact will determine the area across which heat trans-

fer is possible. - is approximated as E. AT should scale as the temperature

difference between the interface and the bulk substrate, which can be approximated

by AT Tmet, drop - Tsubstrate. This is appropriate assuming that the time for the

interface to reach the melting point is much faster than the time for the entire so-

lidification process, which generally holds for the cases considered here and can be

checked with analysis presented in following sections. It is assumed that Ax will scale

with the characteristic length scale, here Rcontact as already discussed. Thus the total

heat transfer out of the droplet and into the substrate scales as follows (dropping the

minus sign):

Q ~ ksubstrateRcontact(Tmelt - Tsubstrate) (5.16)

Now with the scalings written out for the total energy to be removed from the

droplet and the total heat transfer out of the droplet, these can be combined by

equating the energy and the heat transfer multiplied by the time: E = Qt. With

these equated, it is then possible to solve for t, which is taken as the characteristic

time scale for solidification of the droplet. Upon re-arranging the equations, the

following form falls out:
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solidification PdropCp, drop R AHfsion + Tdrop - Tmeltreuoao ( ) ( +)ksubstrate Rcontact Cp(Tmeit, drop - Tsubstrate) Tmeit - Tsubstrate
(5.17)

And as alluded to, for the case of Rdrop = Rcontact and ksubstrate = kdrop, this reduces

to the identical form as equation 5.11, with the parameters St and / appearing -

plugging these in simplifies the formula:

Tsolidif ication Pdrop p, drop )R (3 + (5.18)
ksubstrate RCOn Ct St

Unfortunately it was not possible to compare predictions from this equation with

experimental results, because it was not possible to measure solidification times based

on current experiments. The imaging system used did not have sufficient resolution

and frame rate to observe exactly when the deposited droplets come to rest, and

further it would not be possible to determine if the droplets solidify upon coming

to rest, or if they first come to rest, and solidify sometime thereafter. That said,

this estimate can still be useful in comparing the solidification timescale with other

timescales relevant to the droplet deposition process, and in estimating the order of

magnitude of cooling rates. Solidification times and cooling rates will be particularly

relevant in affecting the resulting microstructure of solidified particles. Given the

unique situation of rapid solidification, non-equilibrium microstructures are expected

to form, as will be briefly explored in later sections.

Heat transfer dynamics - substrate melting

A second relevant heat transfer phenomenon is the potential melting of the substrate

upon molten droplet impact. When the droplet initially comes into contact with

the substrate, it may either begin freezing immediately, due to an interface temper-

ature at or below the melting point, or it may remain molten initially. Further, the

substrate may either remain solid or begin melting, depending on the interface tem-

perature relative to its melting point. To determine what the outcome is on initial
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short timescales, it is straightforward to estimate the interface temperature using the

assumption of two semi-infinite bodies coming into perfect contact. This will not hold

for the duration of the impact and spreading, but will be valid initially given that the

heat will not initially have time to diffuse to the top side of the droplet. Using this

semi-infinite assumption, the interface temperature can be solved for by equating the

heat transfer out of one body with that into the other. This results in the following

well-known formula for bodies of different material properties:

e1T1 + e2T2  (.9
Tinterf ace + (5.19)

el + e2

Where e = kpCp is the thermal effusivity. This equation falls short in that it

does not account for phase change of either material, though this can be accounted

for with the following equation [391:

e1Tjerf(() + esTFm
Tinterjace =+(5.20)

eierf(() + e2

Where the superscript s corresponds to the solid phase (and in the following

equation the superscript I will correspond to the liquid phase). The superscript m

denotes the melting temperature and the superscript i denotes the initial temperature.

( is determined from the solution to the following equation:

exp(-( 2) A2 a ( - exp(- ) (L 2 Xf(
+ 2 2M -2 2(5.21)erf(() A8 82 Tim - Tinterface er fc Cp,2 (T7 - Tinterface)

A is thermal conductivity, a is thermal diffusivity, L is the latent heat of fusion,

and C, is heat capacity. This set of nonlinear equations can be solved iteratively by

first guessing the interface temperature Tinterface and then computing ( from equation

5.21, which is then used to compute the new interface temperature with equation 5.20;

this is repeated until the solution converges. This can provide more comprehensive

results than equation 5.19, though for most cases that are not near the melting point

of either material, the results will be the same and solving the nonlinear equation is
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unnecessary [40].

This semi-infinite modeling approach has been used in the past to determine the

substrate melting criterion for molten droplets impacting on a substrate [401, though

it has also been reported that the interface temperature estimations are typically

lower than actual measured values [18]. This is in part because the interface is not

a perfect thermal conductor - any interfacial contaminants present will impede the

heat transfer between the bodies. Further, convective mixing within the droplet after

the initial contact time will result in the semi-infinite analysis being an imperfect

approximation [18, 23].

To account for these shortcomings, in the literature it has been standard to assign

an arbitrary thermal resistance between the droplet and the substrate and use this

resistance to tune numerical simulations such that they match experimental results.

This is usually done either by comparing with resulting temperatures [18] or droplet

spreading and solidified geometry [41, 42]. While this may be an acceptable method

for developing a validated simulation tool, finite element numerical simulations are

not explored in this study and the arbitrary thermal resistance is ignored. It is in-

deed important to recognize that the contact between the droplet and the substrate

will likely not be perfect, and any surface contaminants (such as an oxide layer) or

surface roughness will indeed have some effect on the resulting spreading and solid-

ification. Further, the convective mixing in the droplet is important to be aware of,

and droplet cross-sections presented later in section 5.3.2 indeed confirm this phe-

nomenon. However, studying the effect of surface conditions on droplet spreading

and solidification would require extremely well-controlled conditions to be able to un-

derstand the influence of particular sources of contamination or interfacial resistance.

As such the semi-infinite solution is used here as a straightforward and useful tool,

with the awareness that the exact results it provides cannot be accepted as perfect

estimates in most cases.
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5.3.2 Solder droplet deposition

The set of experiments used for the data presented in Fig. 5-7 were also used to

investigate the dynamics of droplet deposition. For each experiment that resulted

in a printed particle, SEM images were taken of the resulting solidified particle at a

700 angle, thus revealing its shape and surface morphology. Examples of these SEM

images are shown in Fig. 5-11, where laser power (and thus droplet temperature)

is increasing in each experiment from left to right. Immediately evident from these

images is that the solidified shapes vary significantly based on the initial droplet tem-

perature, as should be expected. At lower temperatures, there is minimal spreading

of the droplet, and it maintains a largely spherical shape. At higher temperatures,

spreading is significant, such that the final diameter at the interface can be larger

than the initial particle diameter; correspondingly the contact angle is much lower.

Figure 5-11: SEM images of printed 150 pm particles, showing the range of experi-
ments that are analyzed in this section. Laser power (and thus droplet temperature)
is increasing left to right.

Spreading and solidification

Various phenomena contribute to the results briefly described above. Firstly, if the

droplet solidifies at the interface immediately upon contact or within a very short

time, then spreading will be limited by the solidification. In this case, a droplet

shape as in the first image of Fig. 5-11 can be expected. With higher temperatures,

there will be a longer time before interfacial freezing and thus more time for the

droplet to spread, as is consistent with the trend from left to right in the figure. Note

that included in this is the potential for melting of the substrate, which is expected

to happen for most or all of the examples shown in the images, and will be more

significant with increasing droplet temperatures. Finally it is also relevant that the
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material properties will change with temperature, in particular the surface tension of

solder alloys (along with other molten metals) is known to decrease with an increase in

temperature [37], and this likely contributes to the solidified contact angles observed

in the results.

For the experiments considered here, the only variable that is changing signifi-

cantly is the droplet temperature. Velocity is not perfectly constant and does vary

from a minimum of 0.8 m/s to a maximum of 0.95 m/s - given that inertial force will

scale linearly with velocity, changing inertial effects due to this variability likely intro-

duce some noise into these experimental results. However, this does not impede our

ability to observe trends with varying droplet temperature, as is seen in the following

figures.

The first quantity plotted here is the solidified contact angle. This was measured

from cross-sectioned and polished printed particles as shown in Fig. 5-12 - for each

printed particle, the average of the two measured contact angles was used as the value.

The results for solidified contact angle are shown in Fig. 5-13, plotted against the

droplet overheat parameter 3, with a fitted curve and parameters shown on the right.

From this fit, it is revealed that the solidified contact angle approximately scales by

1/0". It is in line with intuitive expectations that a higher droplet temperature will

result in a lower contact angle, due to more spreading and a lower surface tension.

For practical applications involving printing with molten metal droplets, it would be

desirable to achieve a known result in terms of the solidified shape of the deposited

droplet - therefore these results represent a basic picture of what shapes are possible

to achieve, using the solidified contact angle and spread factor as metrics.

Similarly to the solidified contact angle, results for the spread factor as a function

of droplet overheat were compiled and are plotted in Fig. 5-15. The spread factor,

denoted R/a, is equal to the solidified contact diameter divided by the initial droplet

diameter - this was measured directly from the SEM images for the relevant exper-

iments, as shown in Fig. 5-14. Once again, a clear relationship with increasing 3 is

observed, which is in line with intuitive expectations based on the reasoning provided

above.
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50 PaM

Figure 5-12: Measurement of contact angle from cross-sectioned printed particles.
The two contact angles shown are averaged to obtain a single measured value for
each experiment.
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Figure 5-13: Solidified contact angle versus droplet overheat for printed 150 Pm solder
particles. (a) Results plotted on a linear scale plot, showing the trend in the data
and a fitted curve. The solidified contact angle was founed to scale with 1/311. (b)
Results plotted on a logarithmic scale, showing the fitting process and resulting fitted
parameters.
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Figure 5-14: Spread factor measurement taken from SEM images of printed parti-
cles. The spread factor R/a is equal to the maximum diameter that the droplet has
spread to at the interface divided by the original droplet diameter (or equivalently
the maximum radius that the droplet has spread to divided by the original droplet
radius).
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Substrate melting

It is also of value to experimentally investigate the substrate melting and ensuing

droplet-substrate bonding. When there is no or only minimal substrate melting, the

bonding between the droplet and substrate will be poor, and it will not be possible

to print high-quality structural patterns or parts. Expectations in terms of substrate

melting are summarized in Fig. 5-16, which plots the initial interface temperature

relative to the material melting point based on equation 5.19, for varying initial

droplet temperatures.

2

1.5 -

Substrate melting

1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

No substrate melting

0.5
300 400 500 600 700 800

Tdrop [C]

Figure 5-16: Substrate melting criterion for solder particles printed on a tin substrate,
based on equation 5.19.

These expectations can be experimentally verified by cross-sectioning printed par-

ticles and examining the interface between the particle and the substrate. This was

performed for most of the printed 150 pm particles, and a selection of representative

results is displayed in Fig. 5-17 for various droplet temperatures. The cross-sectioned

samples were polished with 0.050 pm alumina suspension and subsequently chemi-

cally etched with a solution of 2% hydrochloric acid in ethanol for 5 seconds. Etching

reveals details of the microstructure, including grain boundaries and differences in

composition. In examining substrate melting, it is especially valuable to be able to
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observe compositional variations, as this can be indicative of penetration and mix-

ing between the droplet and substrate. Note that because the solder particles are a

silver-copper-tin alloy and the substrate is pure tin (99.8% purity), there are signifi-

cant compositional differences that are clear to observe in the etched samples.

T 570 +150'C T 680 180*C T =770 210*C

S0pmI

T =810 +230*C T =830 +240'C T 960 +280*C

Figure 5-17: Polished and etched cross-sections of solder droplets of varying tem-
peratures that were printed on polished tin substrates, with the estimated droplet
temperature labeled for each image. An increasing amount of substrate melting is
apparent with increasing droplet temperature, as is revealed by the mixing of the
droplet and substrate material at the interface.

In Fig. 5-17, a clear trend is visible. At the lowest temperatures, there does seem

to be substrate melting and bonding, though for the lowest-temperature print (top left

image) this is barely visible. Close inspection reveals bonding apparent at the middle

of the interface, but it does not extend across the entire interface. If there were no

substrate melting, then a more clear distinction between droplet and substrate would

be visible (this will be seen later for printed Pt-Ru particles). In any case, there is

minimal penetration into the substrate and no visible mixing between the droplet

and substrate. As the droplet temperature increases, it is clear that mixing of the

droplet and substrate materials occurs, and increases in magnitude with increasing

temperature. There is both penetration of the droplet material downward into the

substrate, as well as penetration of the substrate material upward into the droplet.

There also seems to be some "swirl" arising from the mixing. The explanation is that
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with increasing temperature, there is both more substrate material that is melted,

as well as more time for mixing to take place. It is assumed that with more melting

and mixing, the adhesion of printed particles and patterns will increase due to the

metallurgical bonding - a critical consideration for printing high-quality parts.

These results are only qualitative, but nonetheless are important to verify expec-

tations and observe the significant amount of material mixing that is possible. It

would be valuable to quantify these results - perhaps either directly by measuring the

amount of substrate melting or mixing based on observed compositional variations,

or indirectly by performing adhesion measurements on printed particles. These mea-

surements were not performed for the current study but would be valuable to include

in future work.

Oxidation

It is worth briefly reporting results of printing solder particles in air as compared to in

the forming gas atmosphere, so as to demonstrate the influence of oxidation. Figure

5-18 shows a comparison of these two cases, with a particle printed in air shown on

the left, and a particle printed in forming gas shown on the right. It is evident that

when printing in air, the oxide skin on the surface of the particle significantly disrupts

the droplet deposition, resulting in a rough, wrinkly surface morphology instead of

the smooth surface finish that can be achieved when the oxide is properly removed.

Microstructure considerations

The etched cross-sections shown in Fig. 5-17 are not only valuable for examining

substrate melting and bonding, but also for examining the resulting microstructure

of printed particles. As briefly mentioned previously, the rapid solidification inherent

in this process is expected to result in a non-equilibrium microstructure, and there

is the potential for fine grains to be frozen into the structure. Fine grains may form

due to the limited time available for both nucleation of new grains as well as growth

of existing grains (both thermally activated processes). The problem of a rapidly

solidifying microstructure, particularly for the case of a complicated phase diagram
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(a) Printed in air atmosphere (b) Printed in 5%H 2 95%N2 gas atmosphere

Figure 5-18: Comparison of solder particles printed in air and in forming gas atmo-
spheres to show the influence of oxidation. Printing in air results in a rough, wrinkly
surface morphology, compared to the smooth surface finish that is achieved when
printing in forming gas.

as is the case for tin-silver-copper alloys, is a highly complex metallurgical problem.

While the theory and understanding available in the field of solidification may be

sufficient to understand the problem in detail and predict certain microstructural

phenomena, a precise and detailed picture of the spatial and temporal temperature

profiles throughout the entire solidification process would be required for this. Given

that this is not possible with the current work, presented here are microstructure

results from exemplary prints with very different solidification times (and therefore

very different cooling rates). It is expected that the resultant microstructure will be

particularly sensitive to these parameters, and as such that significant differences may

be visible in the microstructure.

Figure 5-19 shows these results, where in the top row, etched cross-sections are

shown for 150 pm printed particles, and in the bottom row, etched cross-sections are

shown for 75 pm printed particles. In both cases, droplet temperature is increasing left

to right. Estimates for solidification time can be obtained using equation 5.18. For the

75 pm prints, temperature estimations are not well known due to higher uncertainty

in the laser power delivered during experiments as compared to the 150 Pim cases.

However, assuming reasonable droplet temperature ranges between 500 and 1000 C,

solidification times as estimated by equation 5.18 are determined to be -100 ps. For
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the 150 pm prints, where temperature estimates are available as seen in Fig. 5-

17, the solidification times are -400 1s. That is, the solidification process takes

approximately four times as long, and thus the cooling rates should be approximately

four times slower.

There will be some variation in solidification times and cooling rates among the

particles of each respective size, but these differences will be negligible compared to

the differences between the particle sizes. As such, the largest differences in resulting

microstructure are expected to be between the 75 urm and 150 pm cases. And indeed

this is exactly what is observed: for the 150 pm prints, the grains are generally large,

i.e. approximately on the same order of magnitude in size as the particle itself. For

the 75 pin prints, a number of differences are observed. First, the grains are typically

very fine, on the order of a few microns in size. Next, there seems to be an initial

section at the interface where no grains are visible. This may either be because the

grains are too fine to be seen at this magnification, or because grains were not able to

form. Note that the section at the interface is expected to solidify most rapidly, due to

the fact that the temperature gradient is maximum upon initial contact, so gradients

in the microstructure vertically within the droplet are not unexpected. In the mid-

section of the particles, the grains have formed and they are columnar in shape, owing

to the directional solidification. Finally, at the outer/top edges of the particle, the

grains appear to be more equiaxed, and some segregation may be occurring, i.e. the

alloying elements may have been pushed towards the outer edges during solidification.

All of these phenomena just described are also often apparent in microstructures

formed during casting processes [43], an area where solidification processes have been

extensively studied for industrial applications.
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(a) 150 jm print s

(b) 75 pm prints

Figure 5-19: Polished and etched cross-sections of 150 pm printed solder particles
(top) and 75 pm printed solder particles (bottom). Solidification times are expected

to be approximately four times longer for the 150 pm particles as compared to the

75 pm particles, and clear differences in the microstructures between these cases are

visible. In particular, the grains are much finer in the 75 pm particles.

5.3.3 Platinum droplet deposition

This section details results for Pt-Ru particle printing, the second model material

explored in this study. These results represent a parameter space that varies greatly

from the results presented above for solder, in particular due to the higher droplet

temperatures, as well as smaller particle sizes. Additionally, different materials were

used as printing substrates to further broaden this parameter space. The substrates

used here include Pt-Ru of the same composition as the droplets, silicon, Inconel

625, and glass - a set of materials that span a very wide parameter space in terms of

thermal properties.

Spreading and solidification

Solidification of impinging Pt-Ru droplets is expected to occur much faster than for

the case of impinging solder droplets, in part due to the limited ability to overheat

the droplets above melting compared to solder (see table 3.2). If solidification is

rapid enough, it can limit the spreading of the droplets and result in solidification

of a droplet before it has had time to settle to an equilibrium shape. This can

be analyzed first by comparing the timescales of solidification and spreading. The

solidification timescale is estimated with equation 5.18, and the spreading timescale
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is estimated by assuming that the spreading is purely surface tension-driven, and thus

tspreading PR. This is appropriate given that the Weber number is between 0.1

and 1 for the Pt-Ru prints. It is useful to compare these timescales for parameters

relevant to typical experiments. Results for this are shown in Fig. 5-20, where the

ratio tfreeze/tspread is plotted against the thermal conductivity of the substrate. With

equation 5.18 and the relation tspreading ~ and assuming that Rcontact Rdrop,

tfreeze/tspread is defined as follows:

t freeze/tspread - .Prop lropC,,rop Rrop( +3) (5.22)
ksubstrate St

In Fig. 5-20, the four substrates mentioned above (Pt-Ru, silicon, inconel 625, and

glass) are plotted as vertical lines based on their respective thermal conductivities,

and results are plotted for four different particle sizes from 25-100 Pm. It is assumed in

this plot that the impinging droplet is initially at a temperature of 2500 C. While the

temperature does vary significantly from experiment to experiment, it is acceptable

to use a single temperature for comparing expected results with different substrates.

In interpreting these plotted timescales, it is important to recall that the solidification

time estimate is the time for the entire droplet to solidify, and solidification at the

interface may happen much more rapidly, which would still limit spreading.

The takeaways from this plot are as follows: for Pt-Ru and silicon substrates, the

droplet solidification time is on the same order of magnitude as the spreading time.

This suggests that solidification will indeed limit the spreading, and thus that the

solidified droplet shape will be determined before the droplet can come to rest. For

an inconel substrate, the solidification time is about one order of magnitude larger

than the spreading time. The interpretation here is that spreading may still be limited

by freezing at the interface, but there will be more potential for spreading relative

to the Pt-Ru and silicon cases. Finally, for a glass substrate, the solidification time

is about two orders of magnitude larger than the spreading timescale, and so it may

indeed be possible for the droplet to fully spread before solidifying.

Another way to analyze the droplet spreading and solidification problem is to es-
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Figure 5-20: Comparison of the solidification timescale with the spreading timescale
for 2500'C Pt-Ru droplets impinging on a substrate at room temperature, based

on equation 5.22. The horizontal axis is thermal conductivity of the substrate, and
substrates that have been printed on in this work are shown with vertical dashed
lines.

timate the interface temperature for different substrates. This is done in Fig. 5-21,

where the ratio of the interface temperature to the droplet melting point (as predicted

by equation 5.19) is plotted against the thermal effusivity of the substrate for three

different droplet temperatures. Here the trend is similar to what is shown in Fig.

5-20, as expected given the dependence of both of these metrics on thermal conduc-

tivity. For Pt-Ru and silicon substrates, the interface temperature will be below the

droplet melting point, and thus freezing at the interface should begin immediately

and limit the spreading. For inconel substrates, the interface temperature may be be-

low or above the droplet melting point depending on the droplet overheat. Therefore

some more time for spreading should be possible compared to the Pt-Ru or silicon

substrates, but it will still likely be limited. Lastly for glass, the interface temper-

ature should almost always be above the droplet melting point, thus allowing some
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spreading to take place. If it is considered that the interface temperature may be

higher than the temperature predicted by this semi-infinite analysis, as is shown for

example in references [18, 23], then these curves would effectively be shifted upward,

though the trends with changing thermal effusivity of the substrate would remain the

same.
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--------. inconel
......... platinum
......... silicon

0.5
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Figure 5-21: Predicted initial interface temperatures relative to the droplet melting
point for Pt-Ru droplets of various temperatures impinging on a room temperature
substrate, plotted against thermal effusivity of the substrate. Substrates that have
been printed on in this work are shown with vertical dashed lines. If the initial
interface temperature is lower than the droplet melting point, it is expected that
freezing of the droplet will be initiated immediately at the interface.

For the current work, it was not feasible to perform a comprehensive study ana-

lyzing the variation in solidified droplet shapes based on the relevant parameters here,

i.e. substrate thermal properties, droplet temperature and size. This is primarily due

to the fact that the particles used for printing had an inherent size distribution, and as

such it was not possible to precisely control the droplet temperature for each experi-

ment. Regardless, it was still possible to compare cases of prints on different substrate

materials which are expected to result in different droplet deposition regimes. Figures
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5-20 and 5-21 show that glass, inconel, platinum and silicon represent substrates that

should result in different deposition regimes, and as such prints on these substrates

are sufficient for observing qualitative differences between the different regimes.

Exemplary results in this vain are shown in Fig. 5-22, where SEM images for

particles printed on different substrates are shown, with the substrate labeled un-

derneath each image. The qualitative results seen here are in line with expectations

described above: the particles printed on Pt-Ru and silicon seem to have solidified

before spreading to an equilibrium contact radius and angle was possible. The ripples

visible in the solidified structures arise due to oscillations that occur during solidifica-

tion. For the inconel substrate, more spreading was achieved compared to the Pt-Ru

and silicon cases, but the droplet has still solidified before coming to rest. And for

the glass substrate, it seems that the droplet was able to spread to an equilibrium

position and come to rest before solidifying.

glass inconel Pt-Ru silicon

Figure 5-22: SEM images from exemplary Pt-Ru prints on different substrates. The
substrates used here result in different droplet deposition regimes in terms of the
timescale of solidification compared to the timescale of spreading, as is apparent from
Fig. 5-20. Qualitative results in line with expectations derived from Fig. 5-20 are
visible here: more spreading is possible on glass and inconel substrates, and droplets
printed on inconel, Pt-Ru and silicon all solidify before the droplet can come to rest.

Substrate melting

The next consideration for the Pt-Ru prints is melting of the substrate. To determine

if substrate melting is to be expected on the four substrates, the same semi-infinite

analysis as applied in section 5.3.2 is used to estimate interface temperatures upon

droplet impact. These interface temperatures can then be compared to the melting

points of the substrates to determine if substrate melting should be expected or not.
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Results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 5-23. Here the ratio of the interface

temperature to the substrate melting point is plotted against thermal effusivity of the

substrate, and different droplet temperatures are plotted as different colors. For the

case of glass, the softening point is used in place of the melting point for the purposes

of this plot (another acceptable choice could be the glass transition temperature, but

the interpretation of the results will be the same in either case). Takeaways from

this plot include the following: for Pt-Ru and silicon substrates, substrate melting

is not expected to occur, unless there is extreme overheating of the droplet (i.e.

temperatures of -3200 C, and even then the melting will be minimal. For inconel,

substrate melting is expected to occur, though if the droplet is barely overheated

(i.e. to -2000 C), then melting may not occur. For glass, substrate melting will

almost certainly occur for any droplet temperature. If there is an additional thermal

resistance between the droplet and substrate that impedes heat transfer during droplet

impingement as discussed in references [18, 23], it may be the case that these results

would shift downward on this plot, due to the substrate remaining at a slightly lower

temperature. Yet once again the trend will remain the same, and therefore this

analysis is sufficient to determine which regime should be expected for each substrate

material.

To determine if substrate melting occurred in a given experiment, printed particles

were cross-sectioned, polished, and imaged in the SEM, which allowed for inspection of

the droplet-substrate interface. If substrate melting has not occurred, there is a dark

line clearly visible between the droplet and the substrate. When substrate melting

has occurred, there is no line visible at the interface. Cross-sectioning and polishing

was performed for one print on Pt-Ru (where substrate melting is not expected)

and one print on inconel (where substrate melting is expected). Results from this

characterization are shown in Fig. 5-24, where in each example, SEM images of the

printed particles before cross-sectioning are shown on the left, and SEM images after

cross-sectioning and polishing are shown on the right.

Figure 5-24a shows the example of Pt-Ru printed on Pt-Ru, where as expected

there is no substrate melting - as described, a line between the particle and substrate
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Figure 5-23: Substrate melting criterion for Pt-Ru droplets impacting on various
substrates. The ratio of the predicted interface temperature to the substrate melting
temperature is plotted for the four substrates used in experiments, with droplet tem-
perature indicated by the color that is plotted at each point. In general, substrate
melting is expected when printing on glass and inconel, though not when printing on
platinum and silicon.

is visible. Figure 5-24b shows the example of Pt-Ru printed on inconel, where as

expected there is substrate melting. In this case it can even be seen at the edges of

the interface that the substrate came up and wetted the particle during the droplet

impact and solidification process.

Additionally, an SEM image of a Pt-Ru particle printed on glass is shown in

Fig. 5-25, and in this case melting of the glass is clearly visible even without cross-

sectioning.

Due to throughput constraints on experiments and characterization, it was only

possibly to perform cross-sectioning, polishing and imaging for one example each on

Pt-Ru and inconel. However, it is still useful to see for these individual examples that

results do fall in line with expectations. Further, for all Pt-Ru prints on glass, results

in terms of substrate melting were consistent with what is shown in Fig. 5-25.
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Figure 5-24: Results from cross-sectioning and polishing printed Pt-Ru particles to
observe if substrate melting has occurred. SEM images before cross-sectioning are
shown on the left, and SEM images after cross-sectioning and polishing are shown on
the right. The top images are from a Pt-Ru particle printed on a Pt-Ru substrate,
showing no substrate melting at the interface. The bottom images are from a Pt-Ru
particle printed on an inconel substrate, showing that substrate melting has occurred
at the interface.
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Figure 5-25: SEM image of a Pt-Ru particle printed on glass. Melting of the glass
substrate has occurred, as can be seen at the interface between the particle and the
substrate.
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It is also of value to understand under what conditions it is possible to achieve

substrate melting for materials with higher thermal conductivities, such as Pt-Ru

and silicon shown above. For example, when printing on the same material as the

droplet, e.g. for the purpose of printing a 3D part or 2D pattern, melting of the

previously deposited material should be achieved to facilitate metallurgical bonding

and good adhesion. A straightforward way to achieve this is to heat the substrate to

an elevated temperature. To illustrate this, Fig. 5-26 shows results for the substrate

melting criterion when printing on a substrate of the same material for three different

droplet temperatures, plotted against varying substrate temperature. These results

can guide requirements in terms of droplet and substrate temperatures needed to

achieve desired substrate melting and bonding.
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Figure 5-26: Substrate melting criterion for Pt-Ru droplets impacting on a substrate
of the same material, plotted versus substrate temperature for three example droplet
temperatures.
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Microstructure considerations

A final investigation of the Pt-Ru particle printing process is the resulting microstruc-

ture in the solidified particles. As with the printed solder particles, the rapid solid-

ification that occurs here is expected to result in non-equilibrium microstructures

with potentially very fine grains. Figure 5-27 shows an example of a Pt-Ru particle

printed on a substrate of the same material that has been cross-sectioned and pol-

ished. The image on the left is an SE-mode image taken in the SEM at a 700 angle

before cross-sectioning; the image on the right is the BSE-mode image of the polished

cross-section. In the BSE image, the grain structure of the printed particle is visible

in some locations on the particle surface, though not everywhere. Where grains are

visible, they do seem to be small, on the order of microns in width, and aligned ver-

tically in the direction of solidification, as expected. The following Fig. 5-28 shows

SEM images of printed Pt-Ru particles where the grain structure is visible directly

on the surface of the particle. On the left is an SE-mode image of a particle printed

on a gold substrate, and on the right is a BSE-mode image of a particle printed on

an inconel substrate. In both of these examples, it is clear that the grains are indeed

thin, on the order of single microns or less in width, and columnar, aligned with the

direction of solidification. Further work could include a more comprehensive metal-

lurgical investigation of the rapid solidification process to advance the understanding

of how the droplet thermal history influences the resulting microstructure, and to

what degree this could be controlled by adjusting experimental parameters.
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Figure 5-27: Microstructure characterization of a Pt-Ru particle printed on a Pt-Ru
substrate. Left: SEM image of the printed particle taken at a 700 tilt. Right: BSE-
mode image of the polished cross-section. Some grains are visible in certain locations
of the polished cross-section, though it is difficult to see much of the grain structure
due to scratches present on the surface.

1Opm 20pm

Figure 5-28: Examples of printed Pt-Ru particles with grains visible directly on
the surface of the particles. Left: SE-mode image of a Pt-Ru particle printed on
a gold substrate. Right: BSE-mode image of a Pt-Ru particle printed on an inconel
substrate. Thin, columnar grains are visible in both images, which is typical of what
has been observed from current experimentation.
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5.4 Printed Patterns

To conclude the investigation of molten droplet generation and deposition, example

patterns have been printed in order to demonstrate how this printing technology may

be used for printing 2D patterns and 3D parts. For each example below, after an

individual particle was printed, the substrate was moved over by a specified distance

and the next particle was subsequently printed. Figure 5-29 shows discrete patterns

of printed 150 pm particles for two different laser parameter sets. The top row was

printed at a higher laser power to achieve hotter droplet temperatures. These exam-

ples show that printing at consistent locations with repeatable conditions and results

is achievable with this process.

" WD = 14.6 mm EHT - 10.00 kV Signal A = InLens
H Meg = 53 X I Probe = 244 pA Column Mode a Depth of Field IIiiCME

PIW = 14 6mm EHT = 10 00 kV Signal A = InLens

IMeg = 55 X I Probe = 244 pA Column Mode = Depth of Field . CM

Figure 5-29: Discrete patterns printed with 150 pim solder particles. Laser power was
constant for each respective row, and was higher for the particles in the top row.

Figure 5-30 shows three examples of connecting lines printed with 150 pim solder

particles. In image (a), the pitch between printed particles is 150 pm and the laser

power was 138 W for each print. In image (b), the pitch is 125 pm and the laser power

was 146 W. In image (c), the pitch is 150 pm and the laser power was 153 W.

These examples demonstrate that good bonding between neighboring particles
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Figure 5-30: Connecting lines printed with 150 jrm solder particles. Printing param-
eters are as follows: (a) laser power = 138 W, pitch = 150 jrm; (b) laser power =
146 W, pitch = 125 pm; (c) laser power = 153 W, pitch = 150 pm. At higher laser
powers, more overlap and coalescence between particles is visible.

can be achieved, which is critical for printing any functional 2D or 3D part. Further,

it can be seen that with higher laser power and thus higher droplet temperatures,

there is more overlap and coalescence between neighboring particles in the line (e.g.

as in image (c) compared to image (a)). This is expected, due to more re-melting of

previously deposited particles and more time for the impacting droplets to spread.

The particles printed with lower laser powers are also visibly more rounded and

spherical in shape.

Figure 5-31 shows results from cross-sectioning, polishing and etching the line

shown in image (a) of Fig. 5-30. These images verify that good bonding between

neighboring particles has been achieved. In particular, examining the grain structure

at the interface between neighboring particles shows that melting between particles

occurred, as is evident based on the smooth transition with no visible interface and

the grains that neighboring particles share.
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Figure 5-31: Polished and etched cross-sections of a line printed with 150 Pm solder
particles, showing the microstructure at the interface between neighboring particles,
as well as between the particles and the substrate.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Contributions of This Work

This thesis introduced and investigated a novel concept for high-resolution direct

metal printing that is compatible with a broad range of materials. Analysis was first

presented to outline what materials and size ranges are feasible to print with this

process. Subsequently, the experimental setup used to perform individual particle-

printing experiments was presented. This experimental setup was used to determine

parameters that result in repeatable particle ejection from the DPE nozzle, and a

demonstration of particle ejection was presented along with practical considerations

relevant to operation. Further, the experimental setup was used to validate and study

the in-flight laser melting concept, and example particle prints were shown for solder

and platinum particles, which were used as model materials for initial investigation.

The parameter space for melting ejected particles in-flight with a laser beam was

mapped for each of these materials, such that the process parameters can be tuned to

achieve proper melting and a desired approximate droplet temperature. The molten

droplet deposition process was analyzed from a fluids and heat transfer perspective,

and understanding of different regimes that are possible during molten droplet de-

position was advanced via this analysis coupled with experimentation. In particular,

demonstrating the deposition of individual high melting point droplets (i.e. platinum)

at high resolutions (i.e. as small as 30 pm) and the corresponding analysis represents
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a previously unexplored parameter space. Initial microstructural characterization was

also presented for exemplary prints of both solder and platinum particles, and lastly,

discrete and continuous 2D patterns were printed with the process.

6.2 Challenges and Future Work

This novel method for high-resolution metal printing has potential to be valuable

for a variety of industrial applications. A number of key attributes differentiate this

process from existing processing methods; namely, the combination of all three of the

following capabilities is unique:

* printing bulk metal directly from a nozzle

" capability to print materials with arbitrarily high melting points

" high resolution (-10-100 pm droplets)

Further consequences of these attributes are a limited heat-affected zone on the

part being printed and the ability to print onto dissimilar materials, for example

metal on glass or ceramic. Potential applications that may be of particular interest

based on these attributes include:

" manufacturing of electrical components where challenging three-dimensional

geometries are required due to volume or weight constraints (for example in

aerospace applications), or where high-conductivity traces are required for power

transmission (such that ink-based methods are not sufficient)

" manufacturing of fine free-standing structures, e.g. decorating jewelry or watches

with three-dimensional structures

" selective coating or plating, where traditionally difficult-to-process materials

(e.g., tungsten) need to be selectively applied to surfaces for abrasion, corrosion,

oxidation, or thermal resistance (e.g., in space applications or other extreme

environments)
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* manufacturing mechanically robust three-dimensional parts with multi-material

gradients designed to achieve specific properties (e.g., in aerospace or tooling

applications)

For any of these to be a real possibility in the future, fundamental engineering

challenges will first need to be solved. In particular, a few challenges pose the highest

risk to a successful commercialization of this method.

First, a mechanism for continuously feeding particles to the meniscus needs to be

designed and validated. This has not yet been addressed, but will be critical to the

continuous operation and repeatable performance of any future printer that uses this

technology.

Next, precision control of the process needs to be demonstrated. This requires

further understanding of the particle ejection method; investigation of process moni-

toring and feedback controls; and incorporating the particle feeding mechanism such

that the operation of the ejection nozzle is repeatable and consistent. Another chal-

lenge here is managing a powder feedstock with an inherent size distribution. The

powder feedstock used for printing will likely never be perfectly uniform in size, and

sieving operations to obtain a narrow size distribution are costly. On the other hand,

printing with particles that are varying significantly in size will make controlled melt-

ing difficult and will make printing high-quality parts more challenging.

Last, scalability of the printing method will need to be addressed. A single-nozzle

system is a reasonable start, but every application will have throughput requirements,

and as such it would be desirable to scale the number of nozzles used to increase

throughput as necessary. However, the extent to which this is feasible is an open

question. Given the complexity of the printing process in terms of particle handling,

the liquid present, and the application of a high electric field, it seems likely that

while scaling this up to a 10 nozzle printer may be a manageable (albeit difficult)

engineering challenge, a 100-1000 nozzle printer would be increasingly challenging.

It is also currently unknown what the limiting printing rate is in terms of particles

per second. Taking 1 kHz as a particle printing rate (reasonable based on current

experiments, which take place over the course of -1 ms), it is possible to estimate the
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build rate of a printer as a function of the particle size (as an estimate of resolution).

This is shown in Fig. 6-1, which can be a useful benchmark in comparing with existing

processing methods. In general, a build rate of ~1-10 cm3/hr may be feasible with

fairly high resolution, which would put this process on par with existing laser powder

bed additive manufacturing processes.
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Figure 6-1: Predicted build rates for a printer with 1, 10 and 100 nozzles, plotted
against the diameter of printed particles, which is used as an estimate of resolution.
A particle printing rate of 1 kHz is assumed here, based on the observed timescale of
individual particle ejection and in-flight melting.
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Appendix A

Energy Input Calculations

This section describes in detail the calculations carried out to determine the energy

input to a particle due to laser irradiation in-flight, assuming an arbitrary particle size

relative to the beam size. The angle of incidence of the beam on the particle surface,

the actual beam size at the particle ejection location, and the possible misalignment

between the beam and the particle are all addressed.
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A.1 Angle of Incidence

It is known that the absorptivity of metals is dependent on the angle of incidence

of the incoming radiation. This effect can be predicted from theoretical calculations

for absorptivity based on the Fresnel equations [28, 291, using the complex index of

refraction and polarization state as known inputs. The absorptivity is approximately

constant for most angles of incidence, but at high angles approaching 900, the absorp-

tivity will decrease to zero. This effect starts to become relevant above ~85'. It is

possible that this could be relevant for the case of laser-melting spherical particles,

due to the varying angle of incidence across the irradiated surface of the particle.

This could be accounted for by scaling the absorptivity at different locations on the

particle's surface based on the angle of incidence at each location.

To determine if this effect needs to be accounted for, it is possible to determine

where on the sphere's surface the absorptivity would need to be scaled. Figure A-1

shows a two-dimensional schematic illustrating how to determine this. The geometry

is analyzed for the two-dimensional case, but the results from this case are applicable

to the three-dimensional case of a sphere as well. With a laser beam incoming from

the right side, at the location shown by the red arrow, there will be an angle of

incidence Oi at the point of contact with the particle surface (note the convention for

defining angle of incidence; in some publications a different convention is used). It is

assumed that there is some maximum angle of incidence, above which the absorptivity

of the material should be scaled down or assumed to be zero. At this maximum angle

of incidence, there is a radial location (ro in the figure), outside of which a different

absorptivity must be used, and inside of which the nominal absorptivity may be used.

Note this is a radial location on the sphere surface when looking straight-on at the

particle concentric with the path of the laser beam; in the two-dimensional schematic

shown in Fig. A-1 it is simply a vertical location.

A conservative (i.e. at worst an under-estimate) value for this maximum angle of

incidence for metals is 850 [28, 29] - exactly what this maximum value should be will

change for different metals, but not by more than a few degrees. With this value for
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the angle of incidence, ro can be calculated as ro = Rparticie sin(9 2 ). With 0, = 850,

ro = 0.9962. Rparticle; i.e. ro is only 0.4% smaller than Rpartice - as such, any decrease

in material absorptivity at high angles of incidence does not need to be accounted for

with the current modeling approach.

laser

R particle.

Figure A-1: Schematic illustrating the angle of incidence at a specific point on the
surface of the particle. The circle represents the particle, and the laser beam comes
in horizontally from the right side, as shown by the red arrow. The angle of incidence
is 0j.
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A.2 Beam Size

It is critical to know the size of the beam at the particle ejection location, as this will

have a significant effect on the power delivered to the particle during beam-particle

interaction. Measurement of the beam intensity profile, as shown in Fig. 4-3, was

performed at the focal point of the laser beam. However, if the particle is not ejected

directly through the focal point, the beam that irradiates the particle surface will

be larger than it is at the focal point. For all of the experiments in this work, the

ejection needle was aligned with the beam such that the pilot laser beam was focused

directly underneath the needle. Thus, what needs to be determined is the size of the

process laser beam at the location of the pilot laser beam focus.

The focusing lens used in the experimental setup is an N-BK7 plano-convex lens

with a nominal focal length of f = 50 mm. For this material, the index of refraction

depends on wavelength, and a different index of refraction will result in a different

focal length. Data for the index of refraction of an N-BK7 substrate plotted against

wavelength is shown in Fig. A-2, as provided by the manufacturer Thorlabs.
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Figure A-2: Index of refraction of an N-BK7 substrate versus wavelength [441.

The pilot laser beam, used for alignment, is at a wavelength of approximately

680 nm, which results in an index of refraction of n ~ 1.5135. The process laser

beam has a wavelength of 1070 nm, resulting in an index of refraction of n ~ 1.5065.
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With this information, it is possible to calculate the focal lengths at each of these

wavelengths using the thick lens equation [45]:

1 ( 1)1 1 +(n - 1)d (.1
f IR1 R2 nR1R2

Where f is the focal length of the lens, n is the index of refraction of the lens

material, R1 and R2 and the radii of curvature of the lens, and d is the thickness of

the lens. For a plano-convex lens, equation A.1 simplifies to the following, because

one of the radii is infinity:

1-1
- = (n - )(A.2)
f .R

Using equation A.2, the focal length at the pilot beam wavelength is calculated

to be 50.2 mm, and the focal length at the process beam wavelength is calculated to

be 50.9 mm. Therefore the the focal point should be approximately 700 pm farther

from the lens at 1070 nm, and thus the particle should pass through a de-focused part

of the beam approximately 700 pm in front of the focal point. In general it is good

practice to avoid bringing the process beam to a minimum focus, because the laser

can heat the ambient gas at the focal point and result in distortion of the resulting

beam. Passing the particle through the beam before a final focus is achieved avoids

this potential problem.

Now that it is known approximately where the particle passes through the beam

relative to the focal point, the beam size at that location can be calculated. For a

Gaussian beam with a minimum beam radius wo, the beam radius at a location z

relative to the focal point is

w(z) = wo Z) (A.3)

Wher n d sth2 em ae
Where Z5 is the Rayleigh length, defined as ZR = , and A is the beam wave-

length. At the point where z =ZR, the beam radius is W(ZR) V 2 -wo, and the range

within this is called the Rayleigh range 146]. For the current experimental setup, the
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beam was focused to a minimum spot of 31.0 pm (see Fig. 4-3), so the beam diam-

eter 700 pm away from the focal point is 43.7 jim. This is the value that is used in

estimating energy input into the particles for experiments. Unfortunately it is not

possible to verify this 43.7 pm value experimentally, because measuring the process

beam profile requires a modified optical setup with additional optical elements (i.e. a

beam sampler and absorptive neutral-density filters) that result in a focal length for

the pilot beam that is quite different from the focal length of the process beam. Most

importantly, the difference in focal lengths for the modified setup will be different

than the difference in focal lengths for the actual setup, so it would not be possible

to measure this difference and then correlate the results.
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A.3 Total Energy Input

This section details how to calculate the energy input into a particle based on the

known particle size, particle velocity, beam intensity profile, and misalignment be-

tween the beam and the particle. To perform this calculation, the first step is to

consider the case of a particle at an arbitrary location relative to the beam, moving

with a velocity relative to the beam. A schematic detailing this situation and the

relevant parameters is shown in Fig. A-3. This is a view looking at the particle

straight on from the perspective of the beam, i.e. concentric with the beam. In this

view, the particle is moving downward with velocity vp. The particle radius is Rp,

m is the misalignment (the misalignment is the horizontal displacement between the

beam and the particle, which is constant throughout the entire flight), and y, is the

vertical location of the center of the particle relative to the center of the beam. 1(r)

is the intensity of the beam as a function of radius. In this figure, the area within

the beam radius is shaded in red to represent the beam location, but in reality the

intensity of the beam varies with the radius, including beyond the specified beam

radius. ro is the minimum distance between the beam and particle centers.

At this moment in time, at a radial location r relative to the beam center, it

is possible to consider a slice of the beam that intersects the particle at that radial

location. This slice is shown in blue in the figure, with a thickness dr and an are

length 1 (the are length is not labeled in the figure). The intensity at this slice is

known based on the beam intensity profile, and the area of the slice is Asiice ~ I -dr.

The arc length 1 can be determined by inspecting the geometry of the situation; after

carrying out the necessary algebra it can be shown that 1 = 2r cos_ 1 r2 +y -Rp)

Thus the area of the slice can be written as:

r2 + 2 -2
Asiice = 2r cos- 1 r + Y; dr (A.4)

2ypr

Accounting for the beam intensity, the power delivered to the particle in this slice

of area is Pslice = I(r) - Aslice. To then determine the total power transferred to the

particle at this location, Psice can be calculated at each location from r = ro - Rp to
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r = ro + Rp, and the total power is the sum of the power into all slices, i.e.:

2 ro+R+ 2  2
P(t) = rO-RP I(r)2rcos-1  2r P) dr (A.5)

rO-Rp 2ypr

The distance ro is ro = m 2 + y', m is constant for all times, and yp is known

at each time based on the particle velocity and the initial particle location. This

expression thus gives the total power into the particle at a specific moment in time

t, which needs to be calculated at each point in the trajectory and summed to give

the total energy into the particle throughout the entire trajectory. Therefore:

Etotal jf P(t)dt (A.6)
Jt=0

Practically speaking, it is not necessary to perform this calculation for the entire

particle trajectory, as the power into the particle will go to zero when the distance

between the beam and the particle is significantly larger than the beam diameter.

With these expressions, it becomes possible to accurately calculate the energy input

into the particle for arbitrary beam size, particle size and misalignment. When the

particle is large relative to the beam and there is minimal or no misalignment, these

expressions give nearly the same result as the approximation used for large particles,
Dparticle

i.e. E Piasert interaction Paser Vparticle
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RA

v

dr

Rbeam

Figure A-3: Schematic illustrating the situation of a particle passing downward
through part of a laser beam with some horizontal misalignment. The geometry
and parameters shown in this schematic can be used to calculate the total energy
transferred into the particle from the laser irradiation during a printing experiment.
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